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In June 2014, I put in an access to information request to CRA to receive documents 
on the Non-Profit Organization Risk Identification Project (“NPORIP”).  I recently 
received over 220 pages of documents from CRA on the NPORIP in response to the 
access to information request.  The NPORIP was a major initiative of the Federal 
government to look at the approximately 80,000 - 100,000 organizations that are non-
profits but not registered charities.         

In July 2013 the CRA prepared a draft "final" 76 page report (the "July 2013 Report") 
which we have attached below.  Then in October 2013 there was a further "final" report 
but it was only 20 pages long and had far less detail. ("October 2013 Report")  We 
posted the October 2013 Report in April 2016.    

CRA has been increasingly focused on the activities of Canadian non-profits that are 
not charities.  Some of these organizations may have to restructure to be compliant 
with the legal requirements pertaining to them.  We have assisted many organizations 
in dealing with these potentially complicated issues.  

 

Mark Blumberg is a lawyer at Blumberg Segal LLP in Toronto, Ontario.  He can be 
contacted at mark@blumbergs.ca or at 416-361-1982. To find out more about legal 
services that Blumbergs provides to Canadian charities and non-profits please visit 
www.canadiancharitylaw.ca  or www.globalphilanthropy.ca 

This article is for information purposes only. It is not intended to be legal advice. 
You should not act or abstain from acting based upon such information without 
first consulting a legal professional. 
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1. FOREWORD 

The Non-Profit Organization Risk Identification Project (NPORIP) Report was prepared by the 
Specialty Audit Division (SAD) of the Small and Medium Enterprises Directorate (SMED). It 
provides the NPORIP results to evaluate the risk associated with entities claiming an exemption 
under paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Income Tax Act (the "Act,,)l 

Information contained in this report has been gathered primarily from the NPORIP audit results 
captured and reported in an audit results form. The report also relies on supporting information 
from the Income Tax Rulings Directorate (ITRD). The report provides a statistically valid and 
complete analysis of 149(1)(1) entities2 

The contribution ofresources from the participating Tax Services Offices (TSOs), is widely 
acknowledged and greatly appreciated. In addition, the technical guidance provided by the ITRD 
has been invaluable. 

1 Unless otherwise indicated all references to provisions of a statute will be to the Income Tax Act. 
2 While organizations falling under paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Act are commonly referred to as Non-Profit 
Organizations (NPOs), all organization under subsection 149(1) as well as many other organizations can be and are 
referred to as NPOs or not-for-profits. Therefore, in order to avoid confusion the report will refer to "149(1 )(1) 
entities". 
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2. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The purpose of the Non-Profit Organization Risk Identification Project (NPORIP) was to gather 
intelligence and assess compliance associated with entities claiming an exemption under 
paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Income Tax Act (the "Act"). These entities have been of concern for 
the eRA for many years. Studies on 149(1)(1) entities have been undertaken and reported on by 
the eRA in two previous reports. Generally, the conclusions were that identifying and 
quantifying these entities was difficult and that issues existed concerning "for profit" activities, 
including reserve levels and 149(1)(1) entities competing with taxable entities. While in the past, 
the eRA has challenged many 149(1)(1) entity claims, most were abandoned because the 
jurisprudence was not in the eRA's favour. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

A total of 1,437 (479 per year) 149(1)(1) entities were randomly selected out of a base population 
of 32,000 to permit statistically valid (95% confidence level) conclusions on the results of the 
ensuing audits. At the end of the project, 1,315 cases were completed and used to formulate the 
non-compliance rates for 149(1)(1) entities in this report. The requisite confidence level to permit 
statistically valid conclusions was achieved when 90% of the audits were completed (91.5% 
achieved) and the results were validated and analysed. This conclusion is valid only on a national 
level and cannot be extrapolated on a regional basis. 

Selected files were subject to a full compliance audit. This included being subject to eRA's I + I 
policy of auditing the most current year filed and the immediately preceding year if issues were 
identified. In order to integrate these audits into our audit staffs workload as fully as possible, 
the audits were to follow guidelines presented in the Audit Manual. 

The project focused on seven compliance risks , which were then grouped into four overarching 
risks: 

1. 149(1)(1) entities that meet the definition of a charity; 
2. 149(1)(1) entities with charter objectives other than for purposes except profit; 
3. 149(1)(1) entities that had sources of income that were not incidental or related to the 

non-profit objectives of the entity. This risk is divided into the following sub-risks: 
• had activities that were not incidental; 
• had unreasonable reserves, surpluses or retained earnings. 
• had sources of income that were not incidental and operated in competition with 

other taxable entities carrying on the same trade or business; and 
• had a net profit in at least one of the years audited; and 

4. 149(1)(1) entities with income payable to or made available for the personal benefit of a 
proprietor, member or shareholder. 

The overall non-compliance rate was determined to be 84% of the 149(1)(1) entities that met at 
least one of the seven definitions of non-compliance. In our view, there are several reasons for 
this high rate of non-compliance: 

• eRA's absence in the 149(1)(1) entity community with respect to education and 
compliance activities; 
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• The 149(1)(1) entity environmene and case law4 have evolved 21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
and 

• Representatives of 149(1)(1) entities believe that the entities must produce a profit for the 
programs to thrive and for capital assets to be maintained. In a number of cases, some 
149(1)(1) entities wanted to expand. 

The most prevalent issue identified is the number of 149(1)(1) entities that operate, in whole or in 
part, for profit, often leading to an accumulation of unreasonable reserves or to personal 
expenses being indirectly subsidized by the entity. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

3 Lori A. McMillan; "Non-charitable Non-profit Organizations and Canadian Tax Policy: A Public Benefit Theory~" 
- "The world has changed in the last century or so, however, such that the entity types which claim the status of a 
non-profit have drastically altered, and the phrase 'non-profit' no longer needs to imply altruistic or quasi -charitable 
purpose, but rather can embody highly commercial enterprise that is nearly impossible to distinguish from so-called 
'for-profit' ones." 
4 Until recently, case law in Canada dealt with small, relatively grass-roots types of organizations which were not 
commercial enterprises in disguise: St. Catherine's Flying Club, Cemetery case, Moose Jaw case. In the last 20 
years, the entities in litigated cases have become more commercialized, and even the judgments mention that many 
aspects of the entities under scrutiny were highly commercial: Gull Bay, Canada Bar Association, Tourbec cases 
(ibid.) 
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3. BACKGROUND 

The 149(1)(1) entity sector has been a concern to the CRA for many years. Studies on the sector 
have been undertaken and reported on by the CRA on two occasions. Generally, the conclusions 
of these reports were that identifying and quantifying the 149(1)(1) entity sector was difficult, 
and that issues existed concerning "for profit" activities, including reserve levels and 149(1 )(1) 
entities competing with taxable entities. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

While the two above-referenced reports were sent to Finance for consideration, an important 
missing element to substantiate the results was a statistically valid estimate of the income at risk 
amount to non-compliance in this sector. Therefore, the SMED initiated the NPORIP focusing 
on measuring non-compliance in organizations claiming exemption from tax under paragraph 
149(1)(1). 

The NPORIP was conducted as a research project in order to determine the compliance risk for 
the 149(1)(1) entity sector and to evaluate the results. The scope of the project is: 

• Limited to 149(1)(1) entities that have filed T2 Corporate, T3 Trust and Tl044 NPO 
Information returns with the CRA; and 

• Generally limited to compliance with respect to paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Act, and does 
not deal with GST/HST and other legislation affecting 149(1)(1) entities. 

The initial objective of the NPORIP was to review whether or not the 149(1)(1) entity should be 
included in paragraph 149(1)(1) and, as required, conduct full compliance audits, which could 
include reassessing files where required and gather additional intelligence. In January 2011, the 
focus of the NPORIP was changed to include an education component and to limit reassessments 
to only the most egregious cases. One entity has been reassessed and another is undergoing the 
approval process at Headquarters for reassessment. For cases where non-compliance was 
identified, an education letter was issued that informed the 149(1)(1) entity that, in CRA's view, 
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they were not in compliance with paragraph 149(1)(1) and listed the perceived non-compliance 
issues. In some cases, changes were recommended if the 149(1 )(1) entity wished to remain tax 
exempt. The letter was not favourably received; certain umbrella organizations contacted the 
Minister and the CRA to discuss their concerns. On April 24, 2012, the NPORIP's direction 
changed to a purely intelligence-gathering endeavour. 

In order to effectively capture data, form RC102 Non-Profit Organization - Risk Identification 
Worksheet (see Appendix C -- RC102) was developed. In particular, it is important to note that 
risk has been quantified based on the input from auditors. Since reassessments are not envisioned 
and taxpayer's representations have not been required, the actual tax at risk cannot be adequately 
estimated. 
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4. OBJECTIVES AND OUTCOMES 

The Project Charter used the term NPO since the concept of a 149(1)(1) entity had not yet been 
developed. Throughout the project this created some confusion and the CRA was required to 
clarify that at the scope of the project comprised only paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Act. This report 
has attempted to emphasize this difference. However, the objectives and outcomes that follow 
take the Project Charter's use of NPO given that this was the wording used. 

4.1. Objectives 

The objective of the project was to permit the CRA to make statistically valid conclusions from a 
sample of 1,437 files. The audits were initially a review of the organizations' paragraph 149(1)(1) 
status and then a full scope audit was completed as required. 

The goals were to: 

• characterize and quantify compliance; 
• measure income at risk associated with 149(1)(1) enti ties ; 
• identify any issues associated with the tax exempt status afforded to 149(1)(1) entities; 

and 
• recommend courses of action. 

Risk was quantified as amount of revenues and income at risk in the audited population. 

Based on the results of the project, CPB will be able to evaluate the need for a 149(1)(1) entity 
compliance approach and make recommendations to Finance 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

4.2. Outcomes 

The project will identify risks that might warrant further courses of action. Analysis of the 
project results may lead to the following conclusion(s): 

• Risk is minimal and the current system of validation and verification is sufficient to 
ensure compliance; 

• Potential risk exists but can be managed through existing programs or an NPO specific 
program, educating the NPO sector, enhancing risk assessment systems and training 
auditors. 

• Risk exists and cannot be managed given existing legislation, and changes to the 
provisions affecting the NPO sector are necessary. 
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5. METHODOLOGY 

In 2010, the CRA determined that the population of identifiable 149(1)(1) entities was 
approximately 32,000. The population was based on the entities that had filed T2 Corporate 
returns, T-1044 Non-Profit Organization Information returns and a small number of taxpayers 
that filed T3 Trust returns. 

The data was updated prior to the sample being selected each year and the number of entities has 
remained quite stable over that period. Each year, during the data update, the sample from the 
prior year was removed to prevent an entity from being selected in more than one sample. 
Despite this effort, a few files were selected in the second and third year that had been previously 
included and these files were downscreened by the Tax Services Offices (TSO). 

It is important to note the issue of the filing requirements for 149(1)(1) and 149(1)(e) entities are 
the same for both the T2 and Tl044 returns. The project specifically dealt with 149(1)(1) entities 
only. Where the two groups were identified on the return, such as on the TI044 return where the 
type of organizations is indicated, the 149(1)(e) entities were removed from the population. In 
the case of the T2 return, there is no indication of the type of entity and field auditors were 
advised to downscreen 149(1)(e) entities when they were encountered. This issue was taken into 
account when the sample size was determined. 

Based on this population it was determined that a sample of 1,407 to 1,477 (for national 
precision level) and 1,673 (for regional precision level) over three years would be required in 
order for the results to be statistically valid. A random sample of 479 files was drawn for 2010, 
2011 and 2012 for a total of 1,437 files. Based on a sample of this size, a national precision level 
of 5% could be achieved (95% confidence level). 

Selected files were subject to a full compliance audit. This included being subject to our 1+1 
policy of auditing the most current year filed as well as the immediately preceding year if issues 
were identified. In order to integrate these audits into our audit staffs workload, the audits were 
to follow guidelines presented in the Audit Manual. Since these entities were not subject to tax, 
no claims for capital cost allowance (CCA) or loss carry forward or back would be reported. 
Auditors were asked to consider these claims and allow full CCA and loss carry forward claims 
when determining whether or not an entity or activity was profitable. 

A special form, the RC 102 (Appendix C - RC102), was developed to permit auditors to capture 
the required information. 

Defining the Population 

In a 2003 national study of non-profit and voluntary organizations5
, Statistics Canada reported 

that there were about 161,000 such organizations operating across the country. The report states 
that just over half of these are registered charities, which leaves approximately 80,000 NPOs. 
This number does not include grassroots or citizens groups that are not formally incorporated or 
registered with provincial, territorial or federal governments. Furthermore, Statistics Canada's 
definition of NPOs includes entities not found in paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Act. Other estimates 

5 Statistics Canada Catalogue no. 61-533-XIE. Ottawa. 79 p. http://www.statcan.gc .calpub/61-533-x/61-533-

x200400 I-eng. pdf" 
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indicate that there are approximately 100,000 incorporated and 150,000 unincorporated NPOs. 
The 100,000 incorporated NPOs is a number provided in publications and research papers 
reviewed. 

As the total number of entities claiming exemption from taxes under paragraph 149(1)(1) of the 
Act is not known, the eRA identified and determined the 149(1)(1) entity population base by 
developing sample frames in conjunction with Business Intelligence and Risk Management 
Division (BIRMD). A frame, for the purposes of this project, is an administrative list used to 
understand the NPO population, to select units for audit and to assess compliance activities in the 
NPO population. 

Three NPO frames were developed, one for each year of the project, and are referred to as the 
2009 frame (November 2009 pilot and the 2010/2011 first year of the project) the 2011 frame 
(201112012 fiscal period) and the 2012 frame (2012/2013 fiscal period). The 2011 and 2012 
frames were updated versions of the 2009 frame. 

The 2009 NPO frame is an administrative database constructed from NPO T2, T3 and Tl 044 
filers from the following lists. 

I. T2 filers that have indicated by checking box I line 85 of the T2 returns that they are tax 
exempt by virtue of paragraphs 149(1)(1) or 149(1)(e) of the Act. The project identified 
the portion that is exempt by virtue of paragraph 149(1)(1) (22,865 returns with fiscal 
periods ending (FPE) between October 31, 2006 and November 30, 2007). Box 85 of the 
T2 instructs a corporation exempt from tax under section 149 to tick one of the following 
boxes: 

• Exempt under paragraph 149(1) (e) or (I) (Box I) 
• Exempt under paragraph 149(1)G) 
• Exempt under paragraph 149(1)(t) 
• Exempt under other paragraphs of section 149 

2. TI044 filers - This return is required to be filed by any organization claiming exemption 
from tax under paragraphs 149(1)(1) and 149(1)(e) that received or is entitled to receive 
taxable dividends, interest, rentals or royalties of more than $10,000 in a fiscal period or 
that it owned assets of more than $200,000 in the immediately preceding period, or was 
required to file a Tl044 previously. (16,331 forms filed with FPEs in 2007 calendar 
year). 

3. NPO T3 filers that indicated that they were a non-profit organization were also included 
(486 returns filed between April 1, 2007 and March 31,2008). 

The 2009 NPO frame included only one occurrence of any NPO. In the case of duplication 
within the databases, for the TI044 and T2 filers, the frame lists only the occurrence with the 
most recent financial period end. 

Once duplicates were removed this resulted in 31,993 unique entities. 

The 2012 frame was adjusted slightly, in conjunction with BIRMD, to achieve certain objectives 
without compromising the validity of the results. The objectives were: 

• To sample more files in the following types (20% more): 
Type 01 (see Table 4 below) Recreational or Social Organizations 
Type 02 Professional Associations 
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• To select fewer of the following files (20% fewer): 
Type 09 Low Cost Housing 
Type 10 Residential condominium corporation/organization, and 

• To not select any identified as: 
Type 03 Boards of Trade or Chambers of Commerce 
Type 05 Agricultural Organizations 

From each of these frames, a sample was randomly selected for the corresponding project year. 
This ensured the statistical validity of the project results. 

As a result of drawing our population base from these sources, the vast majority of which are 
incorporated, it is important to understand that small unincorporated entities have not been 
sampled. Therefore, our statistics are representative of the incorporated 149(1)(1) entity 
population only. 

The sample contained eleven types of organizations listed in CRA's publication T4117 - Income 
Tax Guide to the Non-Profit Organization (NPO) Information ReturlW (see Table 1). Prior to the 
launching of the project, 40% of the NPO population classified itself as "Other". There are two 
descriptions in the T4117 and these provide examples of what activities should be included in 
agricultural organizations and boards of trade. 

Table 1: Types of organizations 

CODE DESCRIPTION 

01 Recreational or Social Organizations 

02 Professional Associations 

03 Boards of Trade or Chambers of Commerce 

04 Organizations operated for Civic Improvement 

05 Agricultural Organizations 

06 Educational Organizations 

07 Municipal Organizations 

08 Arts or Cultural Organizations 

09 Low Cost Housing 

10 Residential condominium corporation/organization 

30 Other type 

Concepts Applied 

A 149(1)(1) entity is described in the Act as: 

"a club, society or association that, in the opinion of the Minister, was not a charity 
within the meaning assigned by subsection 149.1( 1) and that was organized and operated 
exclusively for social welfare, civic improvement, pleasure or recreation or for any other 
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purpose except profit, no part of the income of which was payable to, or was otherwise 
available for the personal benefit of, any proprietor, member or shareholder thereof 
unless the proprietor, member or shareholder was a club, society or association the 
primary purpose and function of which was the promotion of amateur athletics in 
Canada;" 

Following the text of the provision, the NRORIP identified and measured four categories of non
compliance: 

1. An entity that filed as an 149(1)(1) entity but in the opinion of the Minister was a charity 
as defined in subsection 149.1(1); 

2. An entity that filed as an 149(1)(1) entity but whose constituting documents have 
indicated that it was not organized exclusively for a purpose other than profit or that 
some part of its income could be payable to or otherwise made available for the personal 
benefit of a proprietor, member or shareholder; 

3. A 149(1)(1) entity that was operated with a profit purpose the sources of which was not 
incidental income or income related to the non-profit objectives of the entity; and 

4. A 149(1)(1) entity whose income or part thereof was payable to or was otherwise made 
available for the personal benefit of any proprietor, member or shareholder unless the 
proprietor, member or shareholder was a club, society or association the primary purpose 
and function of which was the promotion of amateur athletics in Canada. 

The third category of non-compliance also identified unreasonable reserves and those 149(1)(1) 
entities that competed with taxable entities. 

The criteria in paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Act are the concepts that must be applied by the auditor 
to determine if the entity complies with the Act. 

Meets the Definition of a Charity 

The training for project auditors included an overview of "what is a charity". If an auditor had 
concerns, they were instructed to search the listing of registered charities on CRA's charity web 
site to see if their entity was registered. If they were not listed and they were still concerned, they 
were directed to one of the regional charity teams within SMED. The seven offices that were 
selected to participate in the pilot of the project in November of 2009 were the regional charity 
offices and were prepared for this type of enquiry. 

If it was determined that the entity was a registered charity, the file was downscreened. In the 
case of non-registered charities, an opinion was obtained from the Charities Directorate. In these 
cases, no data was captured with respect to any of the other three risk categories. Non
compliance is determined as the number of charities found to be filing as a 149(1)(1) entity. 

Sources of Profits that Were Not Incidental or Related to the Non-profit Objectives of the 
Entity 

The following criteria were used to determine the purpose of an entity's operations: 

• An organization can earn profits, but the profits should be incidental and arise from 
activities that are undertaken to meet the organization's not-for-profit objectives. 

• Earning profits to fund not-for-profit objectives is not considered to be itself a not-for
profit objective. 
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• An organization should fund capital projects and establish reasonable operating reserves 
entirely or almost entirely from capital contributed by members or from accumulated, 
incidental profits. Conversely, capital contributions or incidental profits should generally 
be accumulated solely to fund specific capital projects or to meet established liabilities. 

• Gifts and grants should be used in the operations of the organization (including funding 
capital projects or setting up operating reserves) and should not be used to establish long
term reserves designed primarily to generate investment income. 

• Maintaining reasonable operating reserves or bank accounts required for ordinary 
operations will generally be considered to be an activity undertaken to meet the not-for
profit objectives of an organization. Consequently, incidental income arising from these 
reserves or accounts will not affect the status of an organization. 

• Limited fundraising activities involving games of chance (e.g., lotteries, draws), or sales 
of donated or inexpensive goods (e.g., bake sales or plant sales, chocolate bar sales), 
generally do not indicate that the organization as a whole is operating for a profit 
purpose. However, the scope of the fundraising activities should not be so great that 
fundraising is itself a purpose of the organi zation. 

Profits or gross profits as used in the report refer to profits as reported on the financial statements 
provided by the taxpayer and verified by the auditor that have been adjusted to add back any 
claim that may have been made for depreciation and to allow maximum claims for capital cost 
allowance. Although consideration was given in determining profitability, no adjustments were 
made for any losses carried back. 

Revenues refer to gross revenues reported before claiming any expenses. 

Surpluses, reserves, and retained earning refer to amounts reported on the balance sheets 
provided, and verified by the auditor. These amounts represent excess profits of prior or current 
periods that are generally made available for operating or capital expenditures. 

An organization is considered to be in competition with other commercial enterprises if it is 
operating in the same or similar fashion and it is charging market rates for its goods or services. 

Organized for a Purpose Other than Profit 

Auditors were instructed to review articles of incorporation, letters patent, by-laws, etc., of the 
organization. These documents must indicate that it is operating exclusively for a purpose other 
than profit, that no proprietor, member, or shareholder is able to receive income, immediately or 
on wind up, or that its income is otherwise not available for their personal benefit. 

Income Payable to or Made Available for the Personal Benefit of a Proprietor, Member or 
Shareholder 

The legislation indicates that no part of the income of the organization can be payable to, or 
otherwise available for the personal benefit of, any proprietor, member or shareholder. The 
organization must also operate in a way to avoid making income available for the personal 
benefit of any proprietor, member, or shareholder. 

An issue arises when funding from non-member sources (other than gifts, grants or incidental 
income) is used to pay for costs associated with the organization's activities. This non-member 
funding effectively off-sets a portion of the members' personal costs that they would otherwise 
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pay for through their dues/fees. This is especially a concern where there is a personal benefit 
element in the services or facilities provided by the organizations to its members. 

Income otherwise available refers to amounts, although not made directly available, that result in 
a benefit to the proprietor, member or shareholder. This included items such as shareholder 
loans, the ability to pay dividends or the guaranteeing of personal loans for these parties. 
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6. RESULTS 

The findillgs of the project are based on the results of 1,315 audits performed over a three year period. The original 

sample size was 1,437 files with a 90% expected completion rate to account for sample selection errors (e.g. files 

downscreened because they were incorrectly identified as 149(1)(1) entities in the return). The completion rate 

reached in the project was 91.5%, which is sufficient to provide a 95% confidence at the national level. The results 

call110t be attributed to anyone region. 

The project focused on seven compliance risks, which were then grouped into four overarching risk issues: 

1. 149(1)(1) entities that meet the definition of a charity; 

2. 149(1)(1) entities with charter objectives other than for purposes except profit; 

3. 149(1)(1) entities that had sources of income that were not incidental or related to the non-profit objectives 

of the entity. This risk is further divided into the following sub-risks: 

• activities that were not incidental; 

• had unreasonable reserves, surpluses or retained earnings; 

• had sources of income that were not incidental and operated in competition with other taxable 

entities carrying on the same trade or business; and 

• had a net profit in at least one of the years audited; and 

4. 149(1)(1) entities with income payable to or made available for the personal benefit of a proprietor, member 

or shareholder; 

Overall, the total revenues reviewed are substantial ($7.3 billion) and involve numerous activities as shown in Table 

2. There were two types of organizations (recreational and social, residential condominium corporation) and the 

category "Other" that accounted for 924 (70%) of all organizations audited. As the table shows, revenues are 

generated from many activities within the organizations. The tabulated results can be found in Appendix J . 

Table 2: NPO completed cases 
• 

No. Of No. of Revenue from Profit!loss from 
Type of Organization 

NPOs activities activities activities 

01 Recreational or social organization 364 17 18 1,146,549,301 55,582,335 

02 Professional association 97 479 897,607,914 52,982,796 
03 Board of trade or chamber of commerce 15 50 185,637,213 -4,083,660 

04 Organization operated for civic improvem 65 233 520,237,529 3,025,809 

05 Agricultural organization 23 82 196,736,225 18,589,270 

06 Educational organization 60 203 344,157,334 41,705,391 

07 Multicultural organization 14 71 9,226,418 1,089,307 

08 Arts or cultural organization 34 121 52,164,168 -606,557 

09 Low-cost housing organization 83 295 370,925,898 -77 ,502,191 

10 Residential condominium corporation 225 744 200,012,744 9,935,113 
30 Other 335 1253 3,424,420,388 211,133,803 

TOTAL 1,315 5,249 7,347,675,132 311,851,416 

The 149(1)(1) entities are for the most part profitable and are engaged in a number of activities as 
shown in Table 3. These results coincide with what we have been told by various NPOs and 
umbrella organizations that NPOs must engage in other activities to generate the revenues 
necessary to fund their NPO objectives. Three types of organizations, boards of trade and 
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chambers of commerce, arts or cultural organizations, and low-cost housing organizations 
generally operate at a loss. 

Table 3: Average revenues and profits 

No. Of Ave. Reve:rrue 
Ave. 

No. of Ave. Revenue 
Ave. 

Type of Organization 
NPOs perNPO 

ProfiVbss per 
activifus per activity 

Profitlbss per 

NPO activity 

01 Recreatimal or social organization 364 3,149,861 152,699 1,718 667,374 32,353 
02 Professional associatim 97 9,253,690 546,214 479 1,873,920 110,611 

03 Board of trade or chamber of COITIIrefCe 15 12,375,814 ·272,244 50 3,712,744 ·81,673 
04 Organization operated for civic jrnprovem 65 8,003,654 46,551 233 2,232,779 12,986 

05 Agricultural organization 23 8,553,749 808,229 82 2,399,222 226,698 
06 Educatimal organizatim 60 5,735,956 695,090 203 1,695,356 205,445 

07 Multicultural organization 14 659,030 77,808 71 129,950 15,342 
08 Arts or cultural organization 34 1,534,240 · 17,840 121 431,109 ·5,013 
09 Low- cost housn g organization 83 4,468,987 · 933,761 295 1,257,376 ·262,719 

10 Residential condomilinn corporation 225 888,946 44,156 744 268,834 13,354 
30 Other 335 10,222, 150 630,250 1,253 2,732,977 168,503 

TOTAL 1315 5 587586 237149 5,249 1,399824 59412 

An overall non-compliance rate of 84% in at least one of the seven compliance risks was noted 
as shown in Table 4. Of particular concern is that non-compliance is prevalent in each type of 
organization. 

Table 4: Overall non-compliance 
'\ 

Non-

Type of OrganiT.lltion 
N o . Of corrp liance 

NPOs Rate (% of all 

cases) 

01 Recreational or social orgaillzation 301 83% 

02 Proressional association 88 91% 

03 Board of trade or chamber of commerce 12 80% 

04 O rgaillzatioll operated [or civic :imJroveIllf'i 50 77% 

05 Agricultural organization 20 87% 

06 Educational orgaillzation 51 85% 

07 Multicultural org;mization 13 93% 

08 Arts or cultural orgaillzation 30 88% 

09 Low-cost housing organization 63 76% 

10 Res:idential condominium corporation 194 86% 

30 Other 283 84% 

TOTAL 1105 84% 

6.1. Meets the Definition of a Charity 

In order to qualify as a 149(1)(1) entity, the club, society or association, in the opinion of the 
Minister, cannot be a charity within the meaning assigned by subsection 149.1(1)6 An 
organization that is a charity, whether registered, is excluded from being a 149(1)(1) entity. 

6 The defInitions in subsection 149.1 (1) define" charity" to be a charitable organization or a charitable foundation. A 
"charitable foundation" is defined to be, among other things, a corporation that is constituted and operated 
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The NPORIP has identified 97 (see Table 5) out of 1,315 cases (7.4%) where the purported 
149(1)(1) entity was a charity. Projected over the project base population of 32,000149(1)(1) 
entities this would mean that 2,360149(1)(1) entities may be charities. In terms of the amount of 
revenue at risk it is our view that since these entities could otherwise have operated as a 
registered charity, it would be inappropriate to assign a revenue risk to this issue. 

Table 5: NPOs that meet the definition of a charity according to 149.1(1) 

Non-

Type of Organization 
No. Of cOIll'liance 

NPOs Rate (% of all 

cases) 

01 Recreational or social organization 23 6% 

02 Professional associltion 5 5% 

03 Board of trade or chamber of commerce 0% 

04 Organization operated for civic improveme 3 5% 

05 Agri:ulturalorganization 0% 

06 Edocational orl!flnization 14 23% 

07 Multi:ulturalorganization 0% 

08 Arts or cultural organization 5 15% 

09 Low-cost housing orl!flnization 11 13% 

10 Resilentialcondominitun corporation 8 4% 

30 Other 28 8% 

TOTAL 97 7% 

Eight types of organizations (including "Other") selected in the sample have met the definition of 
a charity. The most common types were those classified as other (28 of 97) and recreational or 
social organization (23 of 103). We are aware of two "Cemetery Care" organizations7 that are 
included as other entities of which one has been determined to be a charity. 

6.2. Organized for a Purpose Other than Profit 

In order to meet the requirements of paragraph 149(1 )(1), the constituting documents must clearly 
demonstrate that the entity is organized for a purpose other than profit or that any part of its 
income cannot be payable to or otherwise made available to any proprietor, member or 
shareholder. The compliance rate is good with only a moderate rate (see Table 6) of 
organizations with charter objectives that do not meet the requirements. 

exclusively for charitable purposes. Similarly, a "charitable organization" is defined to be, among other things, an 
organization, whether or not incorporated, all the resources of which are devoted to charitable activities carried on 
by the organization itself. To be registered as a charity, an organization must be established exclusively for 
charitable purposes. 
7 These Cemetery Care organizations may also qualify for the tax exemption under paragraph 149(l)(s.2) of the Act, 
if the organizations are established as trusts pursuant to provincial legislation for the care and maintenance of a 
cemetery. However, the trust must meet the definitions and the conditions of subsection 148.1 (1) of the Act. In the 
NPORIP cases, the Cemetery Care organizations were not established as trusts. 
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Table 6: Charter objectives compliance 

No. Of 
NOIr 

No. Of compliant nOIr 
Type ofOrganizatim 

corrplian 
compliance 

NPOs 

INPOs 
Rate (% of 

an cases) 

01 Recreafunalor sodalorganizafun 53 15% 311 

02 Professional association 7 7% 90 

03 Board of trade or chamber of COITIIrefCe 3 20% 12 

04 Organization operated for CMc jrnproveme 6 9% 59 

05 Agricultural organization 3 13% 20 

06 Educafunalorganizatim 19 32% 41 

07 Multicultural organization 2 14% 12 

08 Arts or culturalorganizatkm 6 18% 28 

091.ow-cost housng orgaillzation 5 6% 78 

10 Resi:lential condominium corporation 23 10% 202 

30 Other 51 15% 284 

TOTAL 178 14% 1,137 

It was also noted that 457 entities (35%) did not have a dissolution clause, or had an 
unacceptable clause. There were also 14 (I %) occurrences where the audit reporting form was 
left blank with respect to the dissolution clause. The absence of dissolution clause brings into 
question the risk of distributions to a proprietor, member or shareholder on dissolution: the 
project's fourth compliance risk. 

6.3. Not Incidental or Related to the Non-profit Objectives of the Entity 

A 149(1)(1) entity is a club, society or association that was "organized and operated exclusively 
for social welfare, civic improvement, pleasure or recreation or for any other purpose except 
profit...". Generally, the NPORIP sought to identifY 149(1)(1) entities having profit that was not 
incidental or related to a profit objective, and secondly, where this was the case, assess whether 
these 149(1)(1) entities were in competition with other taxable entities carrying on the same or 
similar '''business''. 
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6.3.1 Activities not Incidental 

Of the 1.315 cases analysed. 242 were considered to be non-compliant with respect to having 
non-incidental income or income not related to non-profit objectives. These 242 cases comprised 
1,401 sources of income (activities) generating a total of $1.9 billion in gross revenues ($237 
million in profits8

) over the two year audit period. The overall non-compliance rate was 18% of 
149(1 )(1) entities examined or 76% of the profits reported by the 254 149(1 )(1) entities. 

The "Other" sector contributed the most to non-compliance ($1 billion in revenues, $125 million 
in profits) followed by the recreational or social organization sector ($349 million in revenues, 
$36 million in profits) and professional association ($269 million in revenues, $32 million in 
profits). Extrapolating over the estimated population of 32,000 would yield approximately $5.7 
billion in profits at risk. 

Table 7: Activities not Incidental 

Type of OrgllIlization 
No. Of No. of Revenue from Profitlbss from 

NPOs acti~s activities acti~s 

01 Recreational or sodal orga:rrization 87 542 349,391,412 36,225,948 

02 Proressional assodation 28 174 268,926,440 32,056,685 

03 Board of trade or chamber of CO:rnIll!fCe 2 7 73,495,228 841,581 

04 Orgarrization operated for civic ~rovement 9 41 14,752,417 1,677,404 

05 Agricultural orgarization 1 2 54,452,514 18,481,039 

06 Educationalorganllation 7 36 67,005,152 18,651,182 

07 Multiculturalorgarization \ 6 43 3,850, 195 773,987 

08 Arts or culturalorgarization 5 24 3,398,785 67,853 

09 Low-cost hOUSIDo- orgmjzation 5 28 43,092,638 1,792,457 
10 Resilential condominium corporation 25 133 36,01 0,558 1,476,414 

30 Other 67 371 1,000,279,192 124,684,421 

TOTAL 242 1401 1,914,654,531 236,728,971 
Non-compliance Rate ( % of aD case s) 18 % 27 % 

6.3.2 Unreasonable Reserves/SurpluseslRetained Earnings 

A large amount of accumulated reserves/surpluses/retained earnings (together referred to as 
"reserves") suggests that an organization is not operating exclusively for any purpose except 
profit. If a 149(1 )(1) entity's accumulated reserves do not appear to have a reasonable purpose, it 
may be viewed as unreasonable and operating for profit. 

Large reserves may not disqualify the organization from the paragraph 149(1)(1) tax exemption 
if: 

• They are generated from incidental profits; and 
• The purpose of the reserves is specific, well designed and foreseeable. 

Of the 1,315 cases analysed, 300 (see Table 8) were considered to be non-compliant with respect 
to having unreasonable reserves. The overall non-compliance rate was 23%. If projected across 

8 Whether or not the 149(1)(1) entity accurately matched or allocated the claimed expenses to the correct stream of 
revenue was not always pursued to its logical conclusion. Consequently, the profitability of individual activities 
call110t be determined with any degree of certainty. 
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the entire project base population of 32,000 entities, a total of7,300 149(1)(1) entities would be 
considered to have unreasonable reserves. 

Table 8: Unreasonable reserves 

Total am:::nmt of Total am:::nmt Total 
Non-

NO.Of compfunce 
reserves/surph ses added to any ''unreasonable'' 

Type ofOrganizatkm 
NPOs Rate (% of 

IRE reported on reserve funds for aIIK)llIlt of 

an cases) 
the financial the year being reserves/surpmses 

state:rrents revrwed IRE 

01 Recreational or sodal orgaillzation 83 23% 148.202.117 23.690,417 11.201.099 

02 Pro:fesskmal assodatkm 35 36% 366.029,508 31,536.861 286,765.306 

03 Board of trade or chamber of corrnnerce 4 27% 1,473.108 442.830 697.215 

04 Organization operated for civk improveme 15 23% 6 .621.873 605,408 3.199,414 

05 Agrrukural orgaillzatkm 4 17% 9.796,532 816,584 0 

06 Educational organization 17 28% 67.627.241 20,512.095 4,471.973 

07 Multiculturalorgaillzation 6 43% 2.874 ,562 529.999 268.770 
08 Arts or cultural organization 11 32% 5.732,429 294.107 398.086 

09 Low-cost homing orgaillzatkm 9 11 % 4.810,408 1.013.806 0 

10 Resnential coooominhnn corporatim 20 9% 4.758,550 2.081.293 -76.139 

30 Other 96 29% 263,432 .896 26.070.649 47.808.371 

TOTAL 300 23% 881,359,224 107,594,049 354,734,095 

6.3.3 In Competition With Taxable Entities 

A 149(1)(1) entity is considered as not operating exclusively for non-profit purposes when its 
principal activity is the carrying on of a trade or business . Some characteristics that might be 
indicative that the organization is carrying on such activities are as follows: 

• it is operated in a normal commercial manner; 
• it is operated on a profit basis rather than a cost recovery basis; or 
• it is operated in competition with taxable entities carrying on the same trade or business. 

Of the 242 cases analysed for 149(1)(1) entities whose activities were not incidental, 105 
encompassing 699 (see Table 9) activities were considered to be in competition with taxable 
entities. The overall non-compliance rate was 43% of the 242 cases, or 50% of the activities (see 
Definition 3c in Appendix I. Results). 

The "Other" sector contributed the most to non-compliance ($695 million in revenues, $49 
million in profits) followed by the recreational or social organization sector ($162 million in 
revenues, $21 million in profits) and professional association ($97 million in revenues, $10 
million in profits). Extrapolating over the estimated population of 32,000 would yield 
approximately $2.7 billion in profits that could be provided by taxable entities. 
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Table 9: In Competition With Taxable Entities 

Type of Organizatkm 
No. Of No. of Revenue from ProfitJbss from 

NPOs activities activities activities 

01 Recreational or social orgarrization 42 302 162,089,988 21,199,986 

02 Professional association 6 39 97,166,151 9,620,980 

03 Board of trade or charrber of connnerce 2 7 73,495,228 841 ,581 

04 Orgartization operated for civic irnJroveIre 6 31 5,663,740 1,231,429 
05 Agricultural organization 
06 Educational orgartization 2 8 7,208,197 89,744 

07 Multiculturalorgartization 4 31 3,476,756 671,285 

08 Arts or cultural organization 3 20 3,023,675 -100,473 

09 Low-cost housmg orgartization 3 22 41,097,724 1,803,860 

10 Residential condominirnll corporation 7 50 14,009,221 572,466 

30 Other 30 189 695,007,846 48,694,605 

TOTAL 105 699 1,102,238,526 84,625,463 
Non-compliance Rate (% of non-
compliant cases - Definition 1) 43 % 50% 
Non-compliance Rate (% of all cases) 8 % 13 % 

6.3.4 Net Profit in at Least One of the Years Audited 

Of the 1,315 cases analysed, 951 (see Table 10) were considered to be non-compliant with 
respect to having a profit in at least one of the years audited . These 951 cases comprised 3,884 
sources of income (activities) generating a total of $5.4 billion in gross revenues ($503 million in 
profits). The overall non-compliance rate was 72% of 149(1)(1) entities examined. 

The "Other" sector contributed the most to non-compliance ($2.5 billion in revenues, $256 
million in profits) followed by the recreational or social organization sector ($866 million in 
revenues, $72 million in profits) and professional association ($840 million in revenues, $74 
million in profits). 

Table 10: Net Profits in at Least One Year 

Type of Organization 
No. Of N o. of Reve:rrue from Pro1it:Jbss from 
NPOs :lct:ivit:rs ac t:iv.itrs act:ivitrs 

01 Recreational or sodal organization 246 1193 866,405,988 72,257,942 

02 Professional assodatim 80 394 839,872,261 73,854,299 

03 Board of trade or chamber of COII1IrefCe 9 27 95,032,600 1,624,291 
04 Organization operated for civic jrnproveme 42 161 256,098,787 6,174,940 
05 Agricultnral organization 18 70 192,991,218 18,924,018 
06 Educational organjzatim 42 129 296,638,019 44,192,764 
07 Muiicultnral organization 11 61 6,134,774 1,122,592 

08 Arts or cultural organization 24 78 14,293,918 324,865 
09 Low-cost housIDg organjzatim 53 198 148,428,022 16,809,083 

10 Resi:lential condomilinn corporation 179 637 180,737,755 11,735,446 

30 Other 247 936 2,529,151,132 256,232,753 

TOTAL 951 3884 5425,784,474 503,252993 
Non-compliance Rate (% of aD cases) 72% 74% 
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6.4. Income Payable or Made Available for the Personal Benefit of a Proprietor, 
Member or Shareholder 

In order to be a 149(1)(1) entity, no part of the organization's income can be payable to, or 
otherwise available for the personal benefit of any proprietor, member or shareholder thereof 
unless the proprietor, member or shareholder was a club, society or association, the primary 
purpose and function of which was the promotion of amateur athletics in Canada. 

Of the 1,315 cases analysed, 61 (see Table 7) were considered to be non-compliant with respect 
to making income available. The extent of the non-compliance is fairly evenly distributed among 
the types of organizations with the exception of type 02, 03, and 05; all of which could be 
classified elsewhere in subsection 149(1). 

Table 11: Income made available 

Non- Average amount 

No. Of corryfunce Total amount of 
Average am::runt Total am:mnt of 

OfinCOIIE 
Type of OrganIzation 

NPOs Rate (% of inCOIre payabe 
of inCOIre payable- incoIre otherwi>e 

otref"\.VEe 

all case:» 
per case availible 

availab:£ per case 

01 Recreational or social organization 18 5% 662.982 36.832 33.765.847 1.875.880 

02 Professional association 1 1% 600.000 600.000 600.000 600.000 

03 Board of trade or chaniler of comnerce 0 0% 0 0 0 

04 Organization operated for civic improvetre 3 5% 360.908 120.303 0 

05 Agricultural org:urization 0 0% 0 0 0 
06 Educational organization 3 5% 0 0 256.525 85.508 
07 Multicultural organization 1 7% 0 0 592.218 592.218 

08 Arts or cultural organization 2 6% 109.854 54.927 0 
09 Low-cost housing organization 4 5% 32.327 8.082 23.848 5.962 
10 Residential condottinium corporation 7 3% 70.520 10.074 236.980 33.854 

30 Other 22 7% 39.174.226 1.780.647 93.944.260 4.270.194 

TOTAL 61 5% 41,010,817 672,308 129,419,678 2,121 ,634 

6.5. Other Identified Issues 

From the field 

Throughout the course of the project we gathered the comments of auditors in the field. Although 
anecdotal, they do provide insight in the difficulties encountered as well as their impressions 
concerning the sector, which on many occasions coincide with what we have been hearing from 
representatives of NPOs. 

Generally, NPOs want clarity, and have expressed this often. They wish to comply but are 
confused as to how and are concerned that their organization may be at risk. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

With reduced government assistance, according to NPOs, various arms of government are 
advising them to be creative in terms of generating revenues to offset costs. This often means 
they have to make a profit in one activity to offset a loss in another, which is contrary to CRA's 
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interpretation concerning profits and results in NPOs being non-compliant with the Act. The 
larger the NPO, the greater the problem since they have many activities that are usually offside 
in several areas. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

Some NPOs are competing directly with commercial entities offering the same goods and 
services and driving them out of business. Accountants and other taxable entities have 
complained of this problem. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

From NPOs 

Headquarters had various meetings with NPOs as well as their umbrella organizations. In the 
discussions, the following concerns were communicated to the eRA: 

• eRA's current views on reserves and destination of funds. 
• Recognition that associations must be financially viable. 
• Affirmation from eRA that 12 months of operating expenses is a fair reserve to meet the 

organizations going-concern principle as required by external audit firms. 
• That eRA will view association operations as a whole entity and not by individual 

product lines. 
• eRA's perspective on what exactly incidental profits consist of. 
• eRA clarification as to why a NPO should not operate in competition with for profit 

businesses. 
• Wished to know how NPOs could retain their tax exempt status if they did not fit into the 

general rule (paragraph 149(1)(1» for tax exemption for NPOs. 
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• The current situation in the subsidized housing sector is that "aged" buildings used to 
provide such housing must be renewed and some funding for the renewal must come 
from profit. 

c, The sector representatives advised that many non-profit housing providers could 
not be registered as charities because some units are being rented at market rates. 

• The Ontario provincial legislation and policy governing non-profit housing that 
encourages profitability seems to be at odds with paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Act that 
prohibits profitability as a condition of exemption. 

• There is no option available in the provincial legislation to become a for-profit 
corporation because provincial government funding programs only apply to non-profit 
organizations. 
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7. FINDINGS AND OPTIONS 

A 149(1)(1) entity cannot be a charity. 21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

7.1. Findings 

The landscape of the non-profit sector is a mixed bag of organizations that provide public goods, 
mutual or personal benefits, and goods and services usually found in for-profit entities. The for
profit entities that cloak their true purpose and that misuse the provisions found in subsection 
149(1) are of most concern, followed by those who, for various reasons, have expanded into 
businesses to support their not-for-profit activities, or have, over time, transformed themselves 
from what was once non-profit to for-profit. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) Auditors in the field 
recognize the useful work that many of these organizations do (see Appendix F for some of their 
observations). They have also witnessed obvious abuses. 

The results of the audits have provided CRA with the ability to transform the anecdotal to 
statistically valid conclusions. 

7.1.1. Meets the Definition of a Charity 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
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21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

In the few cases when the CRA encountered organizations operating as 149(1)(1) entities that 
were required to register as charities to be exempt, the CRA found ways to resolve related tax 
Issues. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

7.1.2. Organized for a Purpose Other than Profit 

To determine if an association was only organized and operated for a purpose other than profit 
and according to its objectives in a given taxation year must be based on the relevant facts in 
every case; only the examination of all the activities of the year allows for this determination. 
However, NPO representatives have argued that the mission and objectives had precedence over 
the activities of the organization. The CRA does not subscribe to this approach. 

Changes in the environment can have a profound effect on organizations. This was evident in 
organizations that were cultural in nature. Immigration in the middle of the last century was an 
impetus for the creation of many "culture clubs". Their purpose at the time was evident: to 
provide facilities and activities to new immigrants of the same culture (country). Over time, as 
these cultures became assimilated into the "Canadian mosaic", the organizations' purpose became 
less "cultural" and more "business" as they were required to seek new sources of revenues to 
survive, usually hall rentals for weddings and other activities. 

Other organizations that have transformed themselves into entities with "profit centres" are 
professional and certain service organizations. The profit centres are usually related to insurance, 
training, travel among others found in the private sector. 

7.1.3. Not Incidental or Related to the Non-profit Objectives of the Entity 

As a general rule, the fact of making a profit will not prevent an entity from qualifying for the tax 
exemption under the paragraph 149(1)(1) if these profits are incidental to the objectives of the 
entity. 

We noted a variety of activities that are related to 149(1 )(1) entities with apparent profit motives. 
21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
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21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b) and 24(1) 

Sponsorships in minor athletic leagues are common. Some of these are to purchase jerseys while 
others are for advertising. An interpretation from ITRD advised that the receipt of free or 
subsidised equipment will generally not jeopardise an organization' s 149(1)(1) entity status. 

The NPORIP has identified instances where a cottage property was held by a 149(1)(1) entity. 
We have also noted published tax planning material12 that suggests holding a second property, 
such as cottages, in a 149(1)(1) entity as a means to multiply the principle residence exemption 
and defer capital gains on the property. Furthermore, it suggests that if the property is sold and 
the corporation is wound up, any distribution to the members would likely be viewed as a 
payment on account of capital and a capital gain may result for each of the members. 

24(1 ) Amongst other issues , the primary concern was the operation of the golf course 
for profit as it received most of its revenues from non-members. In general, golf courses 
organized as 149(1)(1) entities consistently presented the same type of issue. Generally, a golf 
club generates its revenues from five sources: members' fees, green fees from non-members, bar 
and restaurants, pro shops, and cart rentals. Green fees from the public can range anywhere from 
35% to 60% of revenues. In addition to the competition with private enterprise issue, these fees 
subsidize members and often result in "reserve" issues. 

We have also noted an increasing number of condominium corporations setting up profit
generating rental arrangements, leasing roof space for cell phone towers and opting into 
Ontario's solar panel program. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

124(1) 
n See Tim J. Cestnick; "Tax Issues and Opportunities for the Family Office: Family Harmony and Wealth 
Distribution" Canadian Tax Journal (2011) 59:2, 353 to 376 
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21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b) and 24(1) 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

The Canadian Chamber of 
Commerce states that the current practice of almost all of its association members (which are 
probably among the largest NPOs) is to have at least some profit-oriented activities. However, 
while the eRA reiects this "destination of funds" test, the results in the courts have been mixed. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

Generally, what we have seen is that these organizations are building up reserves for possible 
future capital expenditures and for operational purposes without identifying specific goals or 
plans. Unreasonable reserves are fact driven and very difficult to disprove13 

13 For example see, Canadian Bar Insurance Assn. 1999 Tee 
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There are large organizations that use 149(1)(1) entities as "flow-through" entities. However, the 
reality is that substantial untaxed property and investment income are left to accumulate on a tax
free basis in the entity. 

24(1 ) 

Cases have been brought to the attention of Finance involving 149(1)(1) entities holding property, 
including intangible business property, the disposition of which will go untaxed. Furthermore, 
not only will the dispositions go untaxed, but where an incorporated 149(1)(1) entity ceases to be 
exempt, subsection 149(10)14 actually creates goodwill15 This allows the new taxable 
corporation to amortise the goodwill, which could be substantial. Subsection 149(10) is the only 
provision of the Act that allows a corporation to create its own goodwill. Ordinarily, the Act 
ensures that goodwill can only be created and depreciated when it is acquired from a third party. 

While not taking issue with societies established by artists so that they may be more effective in 
collecting royalties for their works, indications in the one case reviewed was that the timing 
between collecting these royalties and the subsequent payment to the artist may have been 
delayed with the view to enhance investment income to help fund the organization. 

In a similar vein, we have also noted cases where organizations have invested their surplus cash 
in high risk speculative investments on the stock market and that have acted in such a manner 
that, in our view, investing has become a business (a for-profit purpose) on its own. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

7.1.4. Income Payable or Made Available for the Personal Benefit of a Proprietor, Member 

or Shareholder 

There are many professional and trade groups that belong to associations that have been set up 
for these groups' benefit. However, in most of these cases, there is a membership fee and in 
return, the members receive services from the association. This issue often involves high profile 
cases such as professional associations. These organizations reduce their membership fees or 
provide free or below cost services (free courses, reduced insurances, trips, etc.) to its members, 
while providing the same services at a higher price to non-members. 

14 See Appendix A - Relevant Income Tax Act Legislation 
15 24(1) 
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Page 000035 exempted from disclosure 
pursuant to 21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b) and 24(1) 

of the AliA 



21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

7.1.5. Other Identified Issues 

7.1.5.1 Registration 

As noted in Section 5 - Methodology. the random sample of 1.437 149(1)(1) entities was drawn 
from known 149(1 )(1) entities that have either filed the T -1044 NPO Information Return. the 
Corporation Income Tax (T2) Return or the T3 Trust Income Tax and Information Return with 
the CRA. Together. these represent a population of about 32.000 entities. As noted in the above 
observations, the impact of 149(1 )(1) entities in terms of their income, reserves and activities has 
the potential to be enormous. 

However, the total number of 149(1)(1) entities in Canada is unknown. Statistics Canada17 

reported in a 2003 national study of non-profit and voluntary organizations that there were about 
161,000 such organizations operating across the country. The report states that just over half of 
the totals are registered charities, which leaves approximately 80,000 potential NPOs that are not 
charities. This number does not include grassroots or citizens groups that are not formally 
incorporated or registered with provincial, territorial or federal governments. Furthermore, 
Statistics Canada's definition of non-profit organizations includes entities not included under 
paragraph 149(1)(1) of the Act. 

The September 2002 CRA Non-profit Organizations Report - Future Directions, suggested 
upwards of 100,000 incorporated NPOs and 150,000 unincorporated NPOs. 

While Canada has in place a system of registration for charities along with annual information 
returns 18

, it does not currently require the NPO sector to register 19 with the CRA. However, 
149(1)(1) entities that are incorporated in Canada are required to file a T2 corporation income tax 
return20

• Where a 149(1)(1) entity's main purpose is to provide dining, recreational or sporting 

17 Statistics Canada: Cornerstones of Community: Highlights of the National Survey of Nonprofit and Voluntary 

Organizatiollsel - 2003 revised 

18 Corporate charities are exempt from filing corporate income tax returns pursuant to paragraph 150( 1.1 )(a) of the 
Act. 
19 In some countries, like the U.S., it is a requirement that all tax exempts, including not-for-profit organizations, file 
with the IRS in order to be recognized as a tax exempt. 

20 Canada Revenue Agency to ease burden on tax exempt corporatiollSG:! 
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facilities for its members, property of the club may be deemed to be property of a trust and a T3 
trust income tax return may be required to be filed. 

In addition, a 149(1)(1) entity will be required to file a Tl044 information return if: 

• It received or was entitled to receive taxable dividends, interest, rentals or royalties 
totaling in excess of $10,000 in its fiscal period; 

• The total assets of the organization exceeds $200,000 at the end of its preceding fiscal 
period; or 

• It was required to file the T1044 information return for its preceding fiscal period. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

7.1.5.2 Information and Education 

Many 149(1)(1) entities do not identify themselves properly when filing their income tax return 
or information return. For example, 25% of the organizations that were reviewed listed 
themselves as an "Other" type. Further, there were cases that dealt with organizations, such as 
housing corporations, Boards of Trade, and Chambers of Commerce, that may qualify for tax 
exemption under other paragraphs of subsection 149(1) of the Act. 
21 (1 )(a), 21 (1 )(b) and 24(1) 

Further, as noted previously, it appears that there is still some confusion in the charities sector 
where many 149(1)(1) entities should be registered charities, or registered charities that still file 
as 149(1)(1) entities. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
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7.2. Options 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
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Pages 000039 to 000040 exempted from 
disclosure pursuant to 21 (1 )(a) and 

21 (1 )(b) of the AliA 



8. CONCLUSIONS 

Canada's tax system is based on voluntary compliance coupled witb fair and responsible 
enforcement. The CRA promotes voluntary compliance in its operations. Although tbe level of 
compliance is difficult to gauge, what was noticed was that tbere is a large gap in interpreting the 
legislation 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

CRA needs to enhance its publications to better inform and educate the NPO sector. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

- . 
Education is required to ensure that stakeholders know 

their responsibilities. This adds the clarity that is being sought after by many NPOs. In addition, 
the eRA will have to develop manuals to ensure that auditors review this sector to not only 
administer the Act, but also to educate. 
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10. NEXT STEPS 

The recommendations provide CPB's views concerning the requirements necessary to be able to 
administer the Act with respect to the NPO sector. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

The next steps are as follows: 

1. Share the report with stakeholders in the CRA; 
2. Share the report with the Department of Finance. 
3. Share the report with external stakeholders. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
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APPENDIX A. RELEVANT INCOME TAX ACT LEGISLATION 

Subsection 149(1) of tbe Income Tax Act (tbe "Act") deals with persons exempt from income tax. 
However, tbe NPORIP's mandate dealt witb organizations tbat claimed an income tax exemption 
under paragraph 149(1)(1) oftbe Act. 

149. (1) Miscellaneous exemptions -No tax is payable under tbis Part on the taxable income 
of a person for a period when tbat person was 

(I) Non-profit organizations - a club, society or association tbat, in tbe opinion of tbe 
Minister, was not a charity witbin tbe meaning assigned by subsection 149.1(1) and tbat was 
organized and operated exclusively for social welfare, civic improvement, pleasure or recreation 
or for any otber purpose except profit, no part of tbe income of which was payable to, or was 
otberwise available for the personal benefit of, any proprietor, member or shareholder tbereof 
unless tbe proprietor, member or shareholder was a club, society or association tbe primary 
purpose and function of which was tbe promotion of amateur athletics in Canada; 

149(2) Determination of income - For tbe purposes of paragraphs (l)(e), (i), G) and (I), in 
computing tbe part, if any, of any income that was payable to or otberwise available for tbe 
personal benefit of any person or tbe total of any amounts that is not less tban a percentage 
specified in any of tbose paragraphs of any income for a period, tbe amount of such income shall 
be deemed to be tbe amount thereof determined on tbe assumption tbat the amount of any taxable 
capital gain or allowable capital loss is nil. 

149(5) Exception re investml'nt income of certain clubs - Notwitbstanding subsections (1) 
and (2), where a club, society or association was for any period, a club, society or association 
described in paragraph (1)(1) the main purpose of which was to provide dining, recreational or 
sporting facilities for its members (in tbis subsection referred to as the "club"), an inter vivos 
trust shall be deemed to have been created on tbe later of tbe commencement of the period and 
tbe end of 1971 and to have continued in existence tbroughout the period, and, tbroughout that 
period, tbe following rules apply: 
(a) tbe property of the club shall be deemed to be the property of the trust; 
(b) where tbe club is a corporation, the corporation shall be deemed to be the trustee having 
control of tbe trust property; 
(c) where tbe club is not a corporation, the officers of tbe club shall be deemed to be tbe trustees 
having control of tbe trust property; 
(d) tax under this Part is payable by tbe trust on its taxable income for each taxation year; 
(e) tbe income and taxable income of tbe trust for each taxation year shall be computed on tbe 
assumption that it had no incomes or losses otber tban 

(i) incomes and losses from property, and 
(ii) taxable capital gains and allowable capital losses from dispositions of property, otber than 

property used exclusively for and directly in the course of providing tbe dining, recreational or 
sporting facilities provided by it for its members; 
(f) in computing the taxable income of tbe trust for each taxation year 

(i) there may be deducted, in addition to any other deductions permitted by tbis Part, $2,000, 
and 

(ii) no deduction shall be made under section 112 or 113; and 
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(g) the provisions of subdivision k of Division B (except subsections 104(1) and (2» do not 
apply in respect of the trust. 

149(6) Apportionment rule - Where it is necessary for the purpose of this section to ascertain 
the taxable income of a taxpayer for a period that is a part of a taxation year, the taxable income 
for the period shall be deemed to be the proportion of the taxable income for the taxation year 
that the number of days in the period is of the number of days in the taxation year. 

149(10) Exempt corporations - Where, at any time (in this subsection referred to as "that 
time"), a corporation becomes or ceases to be exempt from tax under this Part on its taxable 
income otherwise than by reason of paragraph (l)(t), the following rules apply: 
(a) the taxation year of the corporation that would otherwise have included that time is deemed to 
have ended immediately before that time, a new taxation year of the corporation is deemed to 
have begun at that time and, for the purpose of determining the taxpayer's fiscal period after that 
time, the taxpayer is deemed not to have established a fiscal period before that time; 
(a.l) for the purpose of computing the corporation' s income for its first taxation year ending after 
that time, the corporation shall be deemed to have deducted under sections 20, 138 and 140 in 
computing its income for its taxation year ending immediately before that time, the greatest 
amount that could have been claimed or deducted for that year as a reserve under those sections; 
(b) the corporation is deemed to have disposed, at the time (in this subsection referred to as the 
"disposition time") that is immediately before the time that is immediately before that time, of 
each property that was owned by it immediately before that time for an amount equal to its fair 
market value at that time and to have reacquired the property at that time at a cost equal to that 
fair market value; 
(c) for the purposes of applying sections 37, 65 to 66.4,66.7, III and 126, subsections 127(5) to 
(26) and section 127.3 to the corporation, the corporation is deemed to be a new corporation the 
first taxation year of which began at that time; and 
(d) where, immediately before the dispositi on time, the corporation's cumulative eligible capital 
in respect of a business exceeds the total of 

(i) 3/4 of the fair market vallie of the eligible capital property in respect of the business, and 
(ii) the amount otherwise deducted under paragraph 20(1)(b) in computing the corporation's 

income from the busines s for the taxation year that ended immediately before that time, the 
excess shall be deducted under paragraph 20(l )(b) in computing the corporation's income from 
the business for the taxation year that ended immediately before that time. 

149(12) Information returns - Every person who, because of paragraph (l)(e) or (I), is exempt 
from tax under this Part on all or part of the person's taxable income shall, within 6 months after 
the end of each fiscal period of the person and without notice or demand therefor, file with the 
Minister an information return for the period in prescribed form and containing prescribed 
information, if 
(a) the total of all amounts each of which is a taxable dividend or an amount received or 
receivable by the person as, on account of, in lieu of or in satisfaction of, interest, rentals or 
royalties in the period exceeds $10,000; 
(b) at the end of the person's preceding fiscal period the total assets of the person (determined in 
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles) exceeded $200,000; or 
(c) an information return was required to be filed under this subsection by the person for a 
preceding fiscal period. 
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APPENDIX B. CLASSIFICATIONS 

The CRA grouping is limited to the following in box 085 of the T2 - Corporation Income Tax 
Return: 

1. Exempt under paragraph 149(1)(e) (agricultural, board of trade, chamber of commerce) 
or (I) (NPO) 

2. Exempt under paragraph 149(I)G) (SR&ED) 
3. Exempt under paragraph 149(1)(t) (farmer's and fisherman's insurer) 
4. Exempt under other paragraphs of section 149 

Form TI044 - Non-Profit Organization (NPO) Information Return is limited to organizations 
that fall under paragraphs 149(1)(e) and 149(10(1) of the ITA. 

Charities are another form of NPOs and they file a Form T3010 - Registered Charity Information 
Return. There is no grouping in the return, but it does request the filer to describe its programs. 

This contrasts with Statistics Canada, which uses the International Classification of Non-profit 
Organizations eI(ICNPO) recommended in the United Nations (UN) Handbook on Non-profit 
Institutions in the System of National Accounts. NPOs are classified under 12 major activity 
groups. They are then subdivided into 24 subgroups. 

Group I Culture and recreation 
Group 2 Education and research 
Group 3 Health 
Group 4 Social services 
Group 5 Environment 
Group 6 Development and housing 
Group 7 Law, advocacy and politics 
Group 8 Philanthropic intermediaries and voluntarism promotion 
Group 9 International 
Group 10 Religion 
Group II Business and professional associations, unions 
Group 12 Not elsewhere classified 
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APPENDIX C. RCI02 

.+. CanadaRellenue 
Agency 

Agence du revenu 
cIu canada 

Non-Profit Organization - Risk Identification 

For use with NPORI Project only. 2007 

Must be completed for each NPORI Audit 

Complete aft parts of this form. 

Fiscal period ending in I 
Case # . 

File # f-----------1 

Observation # f------------1 
L-______ --' 

II -Organization Tombstone Data 

Type of return: 

T2 Corporate 

T3 Trust 

T1 044 - NPO info § Has the NPO commenced claiming tax

exempt status in this year? 

Has th e entity ceased claiming tax
exempt status in this year? 

,------,---'----, 
Jurisdiction of Incorporation: LI-;---+------l Is the NPO being wound up?,---L ____ --1 
NPO in operation since (select the year): Disso lution clause: 

1-----1 
Return prepared by: L-__ --' 

Is the entity filing a nil T2 return for th is year? 

III -Organization and Activities 

Organization 

Type of organization : I I 
Charter Objectives: ..... 

" ? 

ers? 

Does the organization have mem bers 

Does the organization have sharehold 

Do the organization's constating docu ments allow income to be paid or made available for 
the benefit of members? 

Does the organization own any taxab Ie subsidiaries? 

Activities 
How did the NPO operate its activities in the year of 
audit? 

Please complete for each activity of the NPO operated in the year of audit (one activity 

per column) 

Type of activity 

Description of activity 

Revenue from activity 

Profit/loss from activity 

Was the activity budgeted at cost? 

(1 ) 
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Was the profit incidental (minor & 

insignificant and depends on, or arises out of 
other activities that the organization carries 
out to meet its non-profit objectives)? 

Was the profit ancillary? (secondary) 
Was the profit unanticipated/accidental? 

Was the activity for members, non-members, 
or both? 

Were any non-member fees used 

to reduce member fees? 

Was the activity operated in competition with 

other taxable entities carrying on the same 
trade or business? 

Was the profit used to further the not-for

profit objectives of the organization? 

Was the activity for fundraising? 

Did this fundraising activity involve games of 
chance (including lotteries and bingos)? 

What was the percentage of donated goods 
or services for sale in the fundraising activ ity? 

~----~----~------1-----~------~ 
What was the percentage of volunteers who 
participated in the fundraising activity? 

Was the fundraising income so significant in 

comparison with the other incomes of the 

NPO that fundraising can be cons idered to 
be a purpose of the organization? 

1111 - Reserves I Surplus I Retained Earn ings 

Did the NPO create any reserves, surpluses or retained earni ngs 

(RE)? 

Provide the amount of reserves/surpluses/RE reported on th e financial statements, 

Amount added to any reserve funds for the year being 

reviewed 

Did any increase (in the year under review) in reserve funds result from contributions from 
members? 

If yes, what were the amounts contributed by members? 

Does the NPO monitor the creation and utilization of reserves/surpluses/RE? 

Were the reserves/surpluses/RE reasonable based on the specific, designated, 
foreseeable working capital purpose? 

Were the reserves/surpluses/RE reasonable based on the specific, designated, 

foreseeable capital improvement or capital purchases purpose? 

If any reserves/surpluses/RE were unreasonable, what is the "unreasonable" amount? 

Were the reserves/surpluses/RE invested based on passive planning to protect the value 
of the money? 

Is there a restriction on the distribution of reserves/surpluses/RE to members on winding 
up? 
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IIV - Unassessed amount and other issues 
o o o 

Charity 
Does the organization meet the definition of a charity according to 149.1 (1)? 

If the organization meets the definition of a charity, is the organization registered? 

Income payable or otherwise available to 
any proprietor. member or shareholder 

[ 

Was income payable or made available for the personal benefit of any proprietor, 
member or shareholder? 

Provide the total amount of income paid or payable (excluding any capital gains per 
149(2)). 
Provide the total amount of income otherwise available in the year of audit (excluding any 
capital gains per 149(2)). 

Application of 149(5) 
Was the main purpose of the NPO to provide dining , recreational or sporting facilities 
for its members? 

Is there any subsection 149(5) implication based on you r audit? 

If yes, provide the estimated adjustment to the deemed trust. 

Application of 149(10) 
o 

Complete the following if the NPO is incorporated and any non-compliance concerns have 
been identified in the audit. 

Indicate the estimated taxable income pursuant to 149(10), if any. 

[ l 

Unassessed audit adjustments 
Provide any unassessed changes to the tax-exempt net income of the NPO. 

Application of 15(1) benefit conferred on 
shareholder 

r 

If the organization has shareholders, is there any subsection 15(1) implication identified? 

If yes, provide the estimated adjustment. 

Taxable subsidiaries 
al Dividends 

L 
r 

Were dividends paid to the organization by its taxable subsidiary? 

[ 

[ 

If yes, provide the amount of dividends paid. [ 

bllnter-corporate Fees [ 

o 
[' 

[' 

[ 

" o 
Did the organization charge any inter-corporate fees to its subsidiary (e.g. management 
fees, rental fees, other service fees)? 

If yes, provide the amount of inter-corporate fees paid by the taxable subsidiary to the 

organ ization. 
Were the fees paid by the taxable subsidiary to the organization reasonable? 

o 
[' 

o 
o 

~ 
o 

o 
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Did the taxable subsidiary charge any inter-corporate fees to the organization (e.g. 
management fees, rental fees, other service fees)? 

If yes, provide the amount of inter-corporate fees paid by the organization to its taxable 

subsidiary. 

Were the fees paid by the organization to the taxable subsidiary reasonable? 
[ 

ciLoans 
Did the organization give any loans to its taxable subsidiary? 

If yes, provide the amount of the loan. 

[ 

Did the organization charge interest on the loan given to its taxable subsidiary? 

If yes, provide the amount of the interest charged. 

Was the interest charged by the organization reasonable? 

Did any taxable subsidiary give any loans to the organizat ion? 

If yes, provide the amount of the loan. 

Did the taxable subsidiary charge interest on the loan given to the organ ization? 

If yes, provide the amount of the interest charged . 

Was the interest charged by the taxable subsidiary reasonable? 
Q 0 o 
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Completion Instructions 

3.0 General Comments 
• The form has one page. 
• The form is to be completed by the auditor. 
• This form must be filled out for all completed audits including no change audits. 

Do not complete this form if the file is downscreened. The reasons for 
downscreening are outlined in the NPO Risk Identification Project Overview 
and Guidelines - August 2009. 

• This form must be completed electronically in WinALS so that it can be uploaded 
on completion. The tax filer's name and business number have been removed 
from the tombstone data so that the form may be electronically transferred. The 
file will be identified by case and file numbers only. 

• The RC102 in WinALS is the only form that should be used to capture the 
results from NPORIP 2010 / 2011. Please do not use any other versions of the 
RC102 form. We will return such forms to you and request that you resubmit it 
on the correct version. 

• Take care to fully complete the RC102. Missing information will be followed up 
with the NPORIP contact in the respective Tax Service Office. 

• Once the form is completed and reviewed by your Team Leader, an electronic 
copy of the form will be submitted to Headquarters. 

4.0 Tombstone Data 
Complete all of the fields that appear on the RC102. Some information will be captured 
automatically from the WinALS download. 

Case and File Numbers: 
Use the case and file numbers generated by the Audit Information Management System 
(AIMS). 

Observation Number: 
Use the observation number assigned to the file by Headquarters. 

Type of Organization : 
Choose one of the following codes to indicate the organization type that best describes 
the organization: 

• 01 Recreational or social organization 
• 02 Professional association 
• 03 Board of trade or chamber of commerce 
• 04 Organization operated for civic improvement 
• 05 Agricultural organization 
• 06 Educational organization 
• 07 Multicultural organization 
• 08 Arts or cultural organization 
• 09 Low-cost housing organization 
• 10 Residential condominium corporation 
• 30 Other 

Incorporated: 
Select the code to indicate whether the organization is incorporated: 
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• 1 Federally 
• 2 Provincially 
• 3 Municipally 
• 4 Other 

Charter Objectives: 
Choose the code to indicate what the organizations objectives as outlined in their 
charter (per paragraph 5 of IT496R - Non-Profit Organizations) are: 

• 1 Charitable objective 
• 2 Non-profit organization objective 
• 3 Profit objective 
• 4 A combination of any of the above objectives 
• 5 No formal objectives are indicated in the charter or no charter has been 

established. 
Activities: 
Use the correct code to indicate what the activities that the organization actually carries 
out (per paragraph 10 of IT496R - Non-Profit Organizations) are: 

• 1 Charitable activities 
• 2 Non-profit organization act ivities 
• 3 Profit activities 
• 4 A combination of any of the above activities 

Dissolution Clause: 
Select the code to indicate whether the dissolution clause (per paragraph 11 of IT 496R -
Non-Profit Organizations) in the organizations charter is: 

• 1 Acceptable 
• 2 Unacceptable 
• 3 No dissolution clause is in the charter or no charter has been established. 

Type of Return: 
For each of the return types listed (T2 , T3, and T1044) indicate whether that return has 
been filed, that return has not been filed and that return type should have been filed, or 
that return has not been filed and that return type is not required to be filed for this 
organization (per paragraphs 15 & 16 of IT 496R - Non-Profit Organizations). 

Return Prepared by: 
Choose preparer, director or other to indicate who has prepared the return(s) filed. If 
more than one type of return has been filed only indicate who prepared the T2 if one 
has been filed, or the T1 044 if no T2 was filed. 

Is This the First Year of a Previously 'for Profit' Organization Becoming Exempt: 
Choose either "yes" or "no" to indicate whether this is the first year in business as an 
exempt organization. 

Number of Years in Operation: 
Select the range of years the taxpayer has been in business. The range of years is 
available as a drop down menu on the form. 
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Is the NPO Being Wound Up: 
Choose either "yes" or "no" to indicate whether this is the last year in business. 

5.0 COMPASS Issues 
COMPASS Issues - Enter the issues (maximum three; in order of highest to lowest risk) 
that have been raised by COMPASS for the T2 file. The auditor should discuss this 
matter with TSO workload development and / or their Team Leader in order to obtain 
the issues initially raised on the file. For each of the three issues, choose the 
description, which best describes how the issue was dealt with during the audit. This 
information will be used as feedback to enhance the risk assessment systems. 
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APPENDIX D. EXTERNAL PRESSURES 

The NPO sector showed concern with the eRA's project, in particular with their perception that the eRA was 

applying a new interpretation of paragraph 149( 1 )(1) and the education letters issued when the NPO was perceived 

as not following legislation. 

The umbrella organizations that made their views known were: 

• Co-operative Housing Federation of Canada 

• Ontario Non-Profit Housing Association 

• Canadian Housing and Renewal Association 

• Social Housing Services Corporation 

• Canadian Society of Association Executives 

• Chamber of Commerce 

• Canadian Bar Association, National Charities and Not-for-Profit Law Section 

While there are other provisions in the Act that apply to exempt non-profit housing for the aged, municipal non

profit housing and limited dividend housing corporations, private non-profit housing providers must rely on 

paragraph 149( 1 )(1) of the Act to be exempt from income tax. 

The current situation in the NPO housing sector is that "aged" buildings used to provide such housing must be 

renewed and some funding for the renewal must come from profit. In addition, in the case of Ontario provincial 

legislation and policy governing non-profit housing, it encourages profitability, which is at odds with paragraph 

149( 1 )(1) of the Act that prohibits profitability as a condition of exemption. There is no option available in the 

provincial legislation to become a for-profi t corporation because provincial government funding programs only 

apply to non-profit organizations. Many non-profit housing providers cannot be registered as charities because some 

units are being rented at market rates . 

An education Letter was issued that informed the organization that it was not in compliance with paragraph 

149( 1 )(1) and listed the perceived non-compliance issues. In some cases, recommended changes were provided if the 

organization wished to remain tax exempt under paragraph 149(1)(1). Often the non-compliance dealt with profitable 

activities. NPO umbrella organizations were unanimous in their views that NPOs must be profitable to be viable and 

that profitability frequently comes from services or products sold to members or the public. 

The education letters also had the unintended impact of striking fear in NPO Boards of Directors as they were 

perceived to add a liability on the directors should the organization lose its tax-exempt status. 

As a result of these external pressures, the eRA took the following actions: 

• Stopped education letters as at April 23, 2012. 

• Stopped new audits on July 10, 2012 until such time that a communication package was approved (new 

audits started September 12, 2012). 

• Developed a communication package and posted messaging and Q&As on the eRA website. 

• Advised that the project was purely research and reassessments would not be made except in certain 

circumstances 

~ . Unregistered charity. 

~ . Income made available to members, shareholders, etc. 

c. Specific section of the Act applies (e.g. 149(5». 

• Developed new procedures for auditors to take into account the new direction. 

The eRA responded to the concerns that umbrella organizations brought forward at various meetings. 

*CRA's current view on reserves and program revenue over expense. 

**Funds set aside as a reserve do not jeopardize an NPO's tax status if the reserve is of a reasonable size given its 
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purpose and it is not used to generate investment income for operations. 

*Recognition that an association must be financially viable. 

**Many types ofNPOs claim an exemption under paragraph 149(1)(1). 
**CRA's technical opinions on the provision are the same for all of them. 

* Affirmation from CRA that 12 months of operating expense is a fair reserve to meet an organization's going 

concern principle as required by external audit firms. 

**Incidental profitability arising from operations of an NPO does not jeopardize an NPOs tax status. 

**There is no rule of thumb on the quantum of reserves since they must be evaluated on a case by case basis. 

*Confirmation that CRA will view association operations as a whole entity and not by individual product lines. 

**This is a question of fact. 

**Material profitability generated by an organization as a whole or by a part of the organization (whether a product 

or service line) will jeopardize the exempt tax status of the NPO. 

*CRA's perspective on what exactly NPO incidental profits consist of. 

**Whether a level of profitability is incidental (not material) is dependent on the facts of each case. 
*CRA's clarification as to why an NPO should not operate in competition with "for profit" businesses. 

**The provision does not prohibit competition with "for profit" businesses but does prohibit a profit purpose to the 

NPO activities. 

Overall, the main concern of NPOs is that they must be profitable to be viable, and that profitability frequently 

comes from services or products sold to members or the public. 
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APPENDIX E. RULINGS TECHNICAL INTERPRETATIONS 

Below are the technical interpretations from the Rulings Directorate as a result of the NPORIP. 

I Meets the Definition of a Charity 
II Organized for a Purpose Other than Profit 

III Not Incidental or Related to the Non-profit Objectives of the Entity 
N Income Payable or Made Available for the Personal Benefit of a Proprietor, Member or Shareholder 

Severed and Posted 

I II III IV Interpretation 

~ 2010-036970- "Unincorporated Associations" Trust, partnership, N, etc 

2010-037956- "Condominium Corporation - 149(1 )(1)" 201026002 

~ 2011-039498- "Cooperative Housing & 149(1)(1)" 201015004 

~ ~ ~ 2011-039866- "149(1)(1) - Profit Purpose and Income to Members" 201007009 

~ ~ 2011-040467 - "The Corporation" 201021 009 

~ ~ 2011-040468- "NPO -Sports Organization" 201061 015 

~ ~ 2011-040473- "Paragraph 149(1)(1)" 201021006 

ITA - LIR 

248(1) 

~ ~ 2011-040554- "Condominium Corporations - Cell Towers" 201041005 9(1) 

2011-040885- "Paragraph 149(1)(1)" 

2011-041085- "Paragraph 149(1)(1)" 201107008 

2011-041086- "Hall Charities Association and 149(1 )(1)" 201061019 

2011-041205- "Application of Subsection 149(5)" 201015012 

2011-041552- "Subparagraph 149(5)(e)(ii)" 201 047007 

2011-041993- "The Corporation" 201008020 

2011-042508- "The Corporation" 201 114017 

~ 2011-042600- "NPO - Sport Sponsorship" 201041014 

~ 2011-042623- "NPO Project" 201161008 

~ 2011-042761- "NPO - Board" 201041015 

~ ~ ~ 2011-042798- "Communal Corporation as 149(1)(k)" 201107008 

~ ~ 2011-042946- "OBNL et profits accessoires" 201008029 

~ ~ 2011-042947- "OBNL et profits accessoires" 201008025 

~ ~ 2012-043995- "The Association" 201163025 

~ 2012-045550- "The Corporation" 201121002 

~ 2012-045849- "The Academy" 201227018 
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Unsevered Documents 

I II III IV Interpretation 

~ ~ 2010-037375- "Status as a 149(1)(1) Entity" 201021008 

2010-037376- "Status as a 149(1)(1) Entity" 201025018 & 201025003 

2010-037377- "Capital Accumulation and sm Benefits in NPO" 201028007 

2010-037640- "Association" 201010013 

2010-037960- "Capital Accumulation and sm Benefits in NPO" 201028001 

2011-040469- "The Corporation" 201021011 

2012-043623- "The Association" 201111003 
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APPENDIX F. INPUT FROM THE FIELD 

General 

1. NPOs want clarity. They have expressed this often. They want to know if they comply and if not how they 

can comply. They are confused and concerned that they are going to be assessed or that their organization 

will cease to exist because they are off-side. 

2. More communication is needed with practitioners on the issues and how they can be involved in resolving 

them. Sometimes a simple restructuring is all that is necessary for an NPO to comply. 

3. 
21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

4. 

5. 

6. The larger the NPOs the more problems there are. They have many activities and are usually off-side in 

several areas. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 
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Pages 000060 to 000061 exempted from 
disclosure pursuant to 21 (1 )(a) and 

21 (1 )(b) of the AliA 



APPENDIX G. CANADIAN NPO EXPERIENCE 

Non-Profit Organizations - A Tax Perspective 

One of the first studies of the NPO sector by the eRA was the April 21, 1997 document entitled "Non-Profit 

Organizations - A Tax Perspective". The purpose of the paper was to outline the problems faced by Revenue Canada 

in its monitoring efforts to ensure that NPOs claiming tax-exempts status under the Income Tax Act conduct their 

operation within the intent and spirit of the legislation. 

At the time, Revenue Canada received many submissions from businesses or their associations expressing their 

concerns and anger over having to operate in direct competition with NPOs. A number of newspaper articles and 

television reports covered abuses perpetrated by NPOs and charities, purportedly overlooked and tolerated by 

Federal authorities. In most cases, Revenue Canada was at the forefront of their criticism. 

Statistics on the NPO population reflect that the non-profit sector had accumulated untaxed surpluses and short and 

long term investments both well in excess of a billion dollars. It was opined that a good percentage of this income 

was outside the spirit of the legislation and should not qualify or be treated as tax-exempt. 

21 (1 )(a) and 21 (1 )(b) 

Other Exempt Organizations Under the Act 

The Act has provisions that specifically exempt certain organizations that are not-for-profit. If one were to classify 

them under Public Benefits and Mutual Benefits Organizations they would be as follows: 

Public Benefit Organization Mutual Benefit Or ganization 

149(1)(f) registered charities 136 cooperative corporations 

149(1)(g) registered Canadian amateur athletic 149(k) labour organization or society or benevolent or 

association fraternal benefit society or order 

149(1)(i) housing corporation constituted exclusively to 149(1)(1) club, society or association for pleasure or 

providing low-cost housing for the aged recreation or for any other purpose except profit 

149(1)(1) society or association for social welfare or Administrative - condominium corporations 

civic improvement 

Industry Canada 

Industry Canada differentiates not-for-profit corporations (also called "non-share capital corporations") from for

profit corporations (also called "business corporations") in three fundamental ways: 

• The not-for-profit corporation is composed of members, whereas the for-profit corporation is owned by 

shareholders. 
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• The members of a not-for-profit corporation cannot receive any financial (or pecuniary) gain during the life 

of the corporation, whereas a for-profit corporation may distribute profits to its shareholders in the form of 

dividends. 

• The powers of a not-for-profit corporation are limited to what is written into its objects (purposes), 

whereas, typically, the for-profit corporation has no such limits. 

Incorporating a not-for-profit entity at the federal level and in most other jurisdictions, however, requires 

government review and approval. For instance, not-for-profit entities incorporating federally under the Canada Not

for-profit Corporations Act must apply to the federal Minister of Industry to issue letters patent to the corporation. 

The proposed bylaws of the corporation must accompany the application. 

In various jurisdictions, additional approvals are required, or conditions must be met, for the incorporation of certain 

types of not-for-profit organizations and for those with certain specific words in their name. 

A not-for-profit entity can incorporate either federally or provincially, depending on the scope of its stated purpose 

and proposed activities. Each jurisdiction has its own legislation for the incorporation of not-for-profit organizations, 

and its own approval process. 

For governance purposes, it is most useful to distinguish between two principal categories of organizations. 

• Public benefit not-for-profit corporations carry on activities that are primarily for the benefit of the public. 

Their revenue sources may include public and corporate donations, government grants, contract funding, 

and fee-for-service programs or activities. A public benefit not-for-profit corporation may, but will not 

necessarily, be registered under the Income Tax Act. These organizations are at times referred to as 

'charities', regardless of whether or not they are registered with the Canada Revenue Agency, and 

regardless of whether they meet the common law requirement that they be exclusively charitable (i.e., not 

engage in non-charitable work). 

• Mutual benefit not-for-profit corporations carryon activities that are primarily for the benefit of their 

members. They are typically supported by their members through fees and fee-for-service programs or 

activities, but may also receive other revenues such as government project funding. Examples of mutual 

benefit corporations are trade associations, professional societies, golf clubs, social clubs, etc. 

External 

The concept of the "social enterprise" has gained considerable attention. The Social Enterprise Council of Canada" 

(SECC) describes a social enterprise as: 

businesses owned by non-profit organizations, that is directly involved in the production and/or selling of goods and 

services for the blended purpose of generating income and achieving social, cultural, and/or environmental aims. 

Social enterprises are one more tool for non-profits to use to meet their mission to contribute to healthy 

communities. 

The SECC goes on to state that "the unique characteristics of social enterprises are that they are firmly based in the 

non-profit sector and 100% of their surplus is re-invested in the social mission of the enterprise". Social enterprises 

therefore have two goals: 

• to earn revenue through the sales of goods or services, and 

• to achieve social, cultural or environmental outcomes. 

The not-for-profit sector has undergone major revisions in provincial and federal legislations. In 2011, the Canadian 

Government replaced the Canada Corporations Act, which had not been substantially updated since 1917, with a 

new act which governs all non-profit associations in Canada. As part of this new legislation, all charities and non-
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profit associations in Canada incorporated under the Canada Corporations Act had to review and resubmit their 

bylaws and articles of continuance no later than October, 2014. Other provinces have also revised their legislation. 

The National Charities and Not-For-Profit Law Section of the Canadian Bar Association noted in its December 2003 

report on "Reform of the Canada Corporations Act: Draft Framework for a New Not-For-Profit Corporations AciD" 

that there "is a significant, difference, for example, between a public benefit (or charitable) organization and a 

mutual benefit organization". The report goes on to say" one would expect the statute to reflect important 

distinctions in the different types of organization in a number of its rules". 

Mutual benefit organizations: satisfy the specific needs mainly of the organisation members. They are typically 

supported by their members through fees and fee-for-service programs. They include: 

• Professional associations (accounting, legal and medical associations). 

• Business associations (e.g. co-operatives, chambers of commerce, boards of trade). 

• Recreational associations (e.g. golf and country clubs, sports clubs). 

Public benefit organizations: seeks to serve for whole society and defend general public interest by providing 

public benefit activities. Their revenue sources may include public and corporate donations, government grants, 

contract funding, and fee-for-service programs or activities. They typically include: 

• Support for the disadvantaged. 
• Community youth organisations (e.g. minor hockey, youth soccer). 

• Service clubs. 
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APPENDIX H. OTHER COUNTRIES 

The extent to which NPOs may engage in business activities vary considerably from country to country. There are 

essentially five different possibilities for taxing income that are in use around the world. Any net profit or surplus 

earned by an NPO from business activities may be: 

a. exempted from income taxation (destination of funds test); 

b. subjected to income taxation; 

c. subjected to income taxation if the activity is a trade or business that is not related to or is not for the not-for-profit 

purposes of the organization; 

d. subjected to income taxation under a mechanical test that allows a modest amount of profits (e.g., 10% of overall 

revenues) to escape taxation, but tax is imposed on revenues in excess of the limit; or 

e. subjected to income taxation under a complex rule that takes into account some of the notions from the preceding 

rules. 

AN OVERVIEW 

Australia 

Division 50 of The Income Tax Assessment Act 1997 (ITAA) exempts certain classes of NPOs from income tax. It is 

administered by the Australian Taxation Office (ATO) which is the responsibility of the Federal Treasurer. The 

ATO has moved to a self-assessment regime and NPOs are required annually to self-assess whether they fall within 

the exempt categories. http://www.comlaw.gov.aulDetails/C2009COOI79/HtmVVolume_2#param0" 

From 3 December 2012, there is a new national regulator for charities, the Australian Charities and Not-for-profits 

Commission (ACNC). It will initially be responsible for determining the legal status of groups seeking charitable, 

public benevolent institution, and other NFP benefits on behalf of all Commonwealth agencies. Australian Charities 
and Not-for-profits Commission - establishment.mht,£:!. 

Proposed 'In Australia' conditions 

From 1 July 2013, it is expected an entity would meet the 'in Australia' condition for income tax exemption if both 

of the following apply: 

• It operates principally in Australia. 

• It pursues its purposes principally in Australia. 

These requirements ensure that the Government retains the ability to fully scrutinise those organisations seeking to 

pass money to overseas charities and other entities, and restates the principles underlying the current integrity rules. 

While no one factor is conclusive, in determining whether an entity is 'operating in Australia' and 'pursuing its 

purposes principally in Australia' we consider all surrounding circumstances including factors such as: 

• where the entity incurs its expenditure 

• where it undertakes its activities 

• where the entity's property is located 

• where the entity is managed from 

• where the entity is resident or located, where its employees are located 

• who is directly and indirectly benefiting from its activities. 

"Principally" means mainly or chiefly. Less than 50% is not considered principally. 
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If an entity provides money, property or other benefits to another entity that is not an income tax exempt entity, the 

use of the money, property or other benefits by the recipient (or any other entity) must be taken into account when 
determining whether the entity satisfies the 'in Australia' special conditions. 

Not-for-profit definition 

From 1 July 2013, the term 'not-for-profit entity' replaces defined and undefined uses of 'non-profit' in the income 

tax law including those parts of it dealing with income tax exempt status. 

A not- for-profit entity is an entity that meets both of the following: 

• it is not carried on for the profit or gain of its owners or members, neither while it is operating nor upon 

winding up 

• under an Australian law, foreign law or the governing rules, the organisation is prohibited from 

distributing, and does not distribute, its profits or assets to its owners or members (whether money, property 

or other benefits), neither while it is operating nor upon winding up, unless the distribution 

is made to another not-for-profit entity with a similar purpose, or 

is genuine compensation for services provided to , or reasonable expenses incurred on behalf of, 

the entity. 

Not-for-profit reforms are continually being modernized with the ATO and their development can be found at 

http://www.ato.gov.au/nonprofitJconlenl.aspx?menuid=0&doc=/contentJ00283655.htm&page=2#P 12_852/", 

The not-for-profit definition applies from 1 July 2013 for goods and servoces tax (GST) purposes. 

United States of America 

The Tax Exempt and Government Entities (TE/GE) Division was established in late 1999 as part of the Internal 

Revenue Service's modernization effort. The Division is designed to serve the needs of three very distinct customer 

segments: Employee Plans, Exempt Organizations, and Government Entities. Exempt Organizations (EO) is a 

business unit within (TEGE) at the IRS. Under the umbrella of EO and headquartered in Dallas, Texas, EO 

Examinations monitors whether charities and other non-profit organizations are operating in accordance with federal 

tax law. Tax-exempt organizations (excluding charities) come under Secti ons 501(c)(4) through 501(c)(9). 

Descriptions of these organizations are below: 

• Civic leagues, social welfare organizations, and local associations of employees 

• Labor, agriculture, and horticultural organizations 

• Business leagues, chambers of commerce, and real estate boards 

• Social and recreational clubs 
• Fraternal beneficiary societies and associations 

• Voluntary employee beneficiary associations 

The Exempt Organizations Select Check (EO Select Check) is an on-line search tool that allows users to select a tax

exempt organization and check certain information about its federal tax status and filings. It allows users to check 
whether an organization: 

• Is eligible to receive tax-deductible charitable contributions (Pub. 78 data) 

• Has filed a Form 990-N (e-Postcard) arumal electronic notice 

• Has had its tax-exempt status automatically revoked because it has not filed its required Form 990-series 

return for three consecutive years 

Even though an organization is recognized as tax exempt, it still may be liable for tax on its unrelated business 

income. For most organizations, unrelated business income is income from a trade or business, regularly carried on, 

that is not substantially related to the charitable, educational, or other purpose that is the basis of the organization's 
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exemption. An exempt organization that has $1,000 or more of gross income from an unrelated business must file 

Form 990-T. An organization must pay estimated tax if it expects its tax for the year to be $500 or more. 

Federal tax law applies the following disclosure requirements to tax-exempt organizations (other than charitable 

organizations): 

1. Exemption applications and determination letters 

2. Annual returns (e.g. Forms 990) 

3. Dues used for non-deductible lobbying and political campaign activities 

4. Solicitation notice 

Exempt organizations must allow for public inspection and copying of their exemption applications, determination 

letters, and annual returns. The IRS also makes these documents available for public inspection and copying. These 

organizations may also be subject to additional disclosure requirements: 

• Disclosure, in fundraising solicitations, that contributions are not deductible as charitable contributions 

• Disclosure that dues payments allocable to non-deductible lobbying and political activities may not be 

deducted as business expenses 

Tax-exempt organizations must make annual returns and exemption applications filed with the IRS available for 

public inspection and copying upon request. In addition, the IRS makes these documents available. 

The Internal Revenue Code (IRC), in section 6033(e), imposes reporting and notice requirements on certain tax

exempt organizations described in sections 501(c)(4), 501(c)(5), and 501(c)(6) that incur non-deductible lobbying 

and political expenses. Organizations that do not provide notices of amounts of membership dues allocable to non

deductible lobbying expenditures are subject to tax (commonly called a proxy tax) under IRC section 6033(e)(2) on 

the amount of the expenditures. 

Section 6113 of the Internal Revenue Code provides that certain tax-exempt organizations that are not eligible to 

receive tax deductible charitable contributions must disclose, in any fundra ising solicitation, in "an express 

statement (in a conspicuous and easily recognizable format) " that contributions to the organization are not 

deductible for federal income tax purposes as charitable contributions. 

United Kingdom 

Many non-profit companies are incorporated as a company limited by guarantee; a company without shares or 

shareholders. Broadly speaking, the UK tax system recognizes three basic types of NPOs: 

• Charities (exempt from direct most taxes); 

• Community Amateur Sports Clubs (CASC) (some tax relief); 

• Other not-for-profit bodies (no preferential tax treatment and liable to tax the same as other commercial 

businesses). 

Since the Companies Act 2006, non-profit companies may be formed as a Community Interest Company (CIC). A 

CIC cannot be a charity but can be used to operate a business and can be arranged so that its profits to the charity are 

not taxed. A charity can register a crc as a subsidiary company (ifthe charity is a company). crc's are intended to 

provide a vehicle to contain assets established for public benefit purposes but where charitable status is either not 

available or not desired. 

New Zealand 

A non-profit organisation is any society, association or organisation (incorporated or not): 

• that is not carried on for the profit or gain of any member, and 
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• whose rules do not allow money, property or any other benefit to be distributed to any of its members. 

They maybe: 

• incorporated - these organisations are registered with the Ministry of Economic Development - Business 

and Registries Branch, or 

• unincorporated. 

If the organisation has profit-making activities, it must have written rules that meet certain criteria to get an income 

tax exemption. 

Non-profit organisations that are registered and incorporated under the Incorporated Societies Act 1908 are taxed at 

the company tax rate. 

Unincorporated organisations are taxed at the same rate as individuals. 

China 

According to the Regulations on the Implementation of the Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of 

China (article 84), the term "qualified not-for-profit organizations" refers to an organization that concurrently meets 

the following conditions: 

1. It has completed registration for not-for-profit organizations according to law; 

2. It engages in public interest activities or not-for-profit activities; 

3. Income obtained is used entirely for the public interest or not-for-profit undertakings as registered, 

approved, or stipulated in the charter, with the exception of reasonable expenses related to the organization; 

4. Properties and the benefits thereof are not to be distributed; 

5. Pursuant to the registration, approval, or stipulations of its charter, the surplus properties of the 

organization after write-off shall be used for public interest or not-for-profit purposes or shall be donated 

via the administrative agency responsible for registration [usually the :Ministry of Civil Affairs or local civil 

affairs bureau] to another organization of the same nature and with the same tenets, and shall be publicized 

to the general public; 

6. No sponsor shall reserve or enjoy any property rights to the properties the sponsor gave to the organization 

in question; and 

7. Expenses for the salaries and fringe benefits of staff members are controlled within prescribed limits, and 

none of the organization's properties shall be distributed in any disguised manner. 

The measures for determining whether a not-for-profit organization meets the required criteria are to be formulated 

by the competent departments responsible for finance and taxation of the State Council in collaboration with the 

other relevant ministries and agencies of the State Council. 

The term "qualified income of the not-for-profit organization" does notinclude income of the not-for-profit 

organization arising from profit-making activities unless it is set forth by the competent department of finance or 

taxation of the State Council. 

CHINA.pdfu 

France 

French law generally exempts all associations, corporate foundations, and public utility foundations from 

commercial taxes such as the corporate income tax, turnover tax, and the professional tax; special rules apply to 

VAT. Similarly, earnings from economic activities are exempt from taxes, provided that they are not distributed as 

profits and that other features are present to distinguish the organization from a commercial enterprise (The Tax 
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Instruction of 2006, which has now become BOI-IS-CHAMP-1O-50-20l209l2). Specifically, an NPO with annual 

revenue exceeding €60,OOO is eligible for tax-exempt status if: 

1) Management does not have a fInancial interest in the NPO (the "disinterestedness" factor); and 

2) The NPO does not compete with the commercial sector; or, if it does, an inquiry concludes that the NPO does not 

conduct its activities in the same manner as those in the commercial sector. The not-for-profit nature of the activity 
will depend on its compliance with the "four "P" rule" defined in the 1998 Tax Instruction: 

1) the [PJroduct offered satisfies a need not met by the private sector; 

2) the [Plublic is unable to afford the product offered by the private sector; 

3) the [PJricing is lower than in the private sector; and 

4) the [PJromotion of a public interest mission may not use advertising or marketing tools in the same manner as 

corporations. 

An NPO with annual revenue below €60,OOO qualifies for tax-exempt status only if: 

1) its principle activities are not-for-profit and for-profit activities are accessories (Article 206,1bis, Tax Code) 

2) it does not distribute any income or assets to any private interests 

FRANCE - BOIS-IS-CHAMP.mhtl'l and FRANCE .pdfu and Country Information France.mhm 

Germany 

The Corporate Income Tax Law (Korperschaftsteuergesetz, KStG) differentiates four categories taking into 

consideration the different sources of the fund (S ection 9, Para. 1): 

• Non-material ("idealistic") : This includes income in the form of membership fees. This form of income is 

generally exempted from income tax. However, income tax is imposed on "hidden considerations", such as 

membership fees paid for consideration of services or goods received (a problem of delimitation exists 

here). 

• Earnings derivedfrom asset management (investment) ("passive earnings"): This includes returns from 

investment in interest-yielding bonds, shares, real estate, etc. This form of income is also generally 

exempted from income tax. 

• Earnings derived from purpose-related economic activities. This is aimed at achieving the purpose of the 

tax-exempt organization ("Zweckbetrieb"). This form of income is exempted from income tax as long as 

there is no distortion of competition. In several cases the law explicitly accepts some activities as purpose

related, independent of the question whether there is a distortion of competition (such as hospitals, youth 

hostels). 

• Earnings derivedfrom other (not purpose-related) economic activities. This includes, for example, a tax

exempt organization holding the controlling shares of a noodle-producing company ("wirtschaftlicher 

Geschiiftsbetrieb"). This form of income (in the example provided, share dividends) is subject to income 

tax. However, there is a tax-free allowance of€35,OOO (approximately $45,000) per annum of the gross 

earnings. 

It follows that tax-exempt organizations in Germany are subject to income taxation when the income is generated 

from economic activities unrelated to the purpose of the organization. 

Country Information Germany .mht~ 

Kenya 

Kenya has recently enacted its Public Benefit Organisations AcW (2013-01-14). It defines a "Public Benefit 

Organisation" as: 
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"a voluntary membership or non-membership group of individuals or organisations, which is autonomous, non

partisan, non-profit making and which is: 

(a) organized and operated locally, nationally or internationally; 

(b) engages in public benefit activities in any of the areas set out in the Sixth SchedulelJJ 
(c) is registered as such by the Authority . •. 

The Sixth Schedule sets out the activities an organization may engage in where it has as its objective the promotion 

of public benefit. Among these activities are: children and youth, culture, disability, education, poverty eradication, 

environment and conservation, housing 

A "Public Benefit Activity" is defined as: 

"an entity that supports or promotes public benefit by enhancing or promoting economic, environmental, social or 

cultural development or protecting the environment, or lobbying or advocating on issues of general public interest 

or the interest or well-being of the general public or a category of individual or organizations. " 

Other Countries - IN BRIEF 
1. SLOVENIA: Institutes, associations, and foundations do not pay corporate income tax on their not-for

profit activities, if they were established for not-for-profit purposes in accordance with the applicable law, 

and if their activities are carried out in accordance with their purposes (Article 9, Corporate Income Tax 

Law). Each of these organizations, however ~ including public institutes ~ must pay corporate income tax 

on income derived from for-profit activities, even if the activities are related to the organization's statutory 

purposes and activities (Article 9. Corporate Income Tax Law). SLOVENIA.pdfu 

2. UGANDA: Uganda's Income Tax Act provides that an organization is exempt from paying income tax ifit 

falls within the definition of "exempt organization" under Section 2(bb) ofthe Income Tax Act and has 

been issued a formal ruling from the Tax Commissioner qualifying it as an exempt organization. 

UGANDA. pdf" 

3. NIGERIA: All NGOs are expected to register with the nearest Integrated Tax Office (ITO) of FIRS with. 

among others , a list and Profiles of the TrusteeslB oard Members nominated. NIGERIA.mht'i::J 

4. ROMANIA: All Romanian not-for-profit organizations are exempt from profit tax on certain types of 

revenue, including income obtained from occasional activities -- such as fundraising events with admission 

fees, festivals, raffles, and conferences -- used for social or professional purposes, according to the 

organization's statute [Fiscal Code § 15(2)]. In general, associations and foundations are liable for profit tax 

on all of their business activities beyond a certain threshold. For example, see [Fiscal Code § 15(3)]: Non

profit organizations, trade unions and owners associations are exempt from the payment of profit tax for 

incomes realizedfrom economic activities that do nor exceed the equivalent in ROL of 15,000 euro for a 

fiscal year, but not more than 10 percent of the total incomes exempt from the payment of profit tax as 

provided in par. (2). ROMANIA.pdjJ 
5. SERBIA: Under the article 44 of the Legal Entity Profit Tax Law. profit generated by an NGO is exempt 

from income tax, provided that (among others) salaries for the members of the management board and 

employees do not exceed double the average salary paid by organizations engaged in the same activities in 

the commercial sector; SERBIA.pdfu 

6. CZECH REPUBUC: Income from profit-yielding economic activities that is related to the statutory 

purposes of an NPO is subject to a reduced tax. All related income is fully exempt from income tax up to 

CZK 300.000 (approximately USD $15.800). Total revenues (i.e .• income minus related expenses) at the 

end of fiscal year that exceed this amount are reduced before taxation by 30% or CZK 1,000,000 

(approximately USD $52,6(0) or whichever is less, provided that the proceeds are used for statutory public 

benefit activities within three years of accrual and other conditions are met (Act No: 586/1992 Coll.ch 

Incomes Taxes). CZECH REPUBLIC.mhl'l:l and Country Information Czech Republic .mht" 

7. HUNGARY: Hungary generally taxes an organization's "entrepreneurial activities," defined as "economic 

activities aimed at or resulting in the acquisition of income or property" [Act LXXXII1996 §1 (1)]. All 
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income related to the public benefit or mission-related activities of associations and foundations are 

deemed non-entrepreneurial and therefore exempt from corporate tax. This exemption includes any 

support, allowance or membership fee received in connection with such activity. The consideration of or 

revenues from the sale of intangible assets, tangible assets or inventories serving solely the public benefit or 

mission-related activities shall also not be taxed. Only income from unrelated economic activities is subject 

to taxation as entrepreneurial [Act LXXXIII 996 Schedule No.6]. HUNGARY.pdfio and Country 
Information Hungary.mht'i::J 
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APPENDIX I. RESULTS 

Overall non-compliance: NPOs that meet at least one of the 7 definitions of non-compliance. 

No. Of 
Non-

Type of Organization 
NPOs 

corrpliance 

Rate (% of 

all cases) 

01 Recreational or social organization 301 83% 

02 Professional association 88 91% 

03 Board of trade or chamber of comrrerce 12 80% 

04 Organization operated for civic irnprovem 50 77% 

05 Agricultural organization 20 87% 

06 Educational organization 5 1 85% 

07 Multicultural organization 13 93% 

08 Arts or cultural organization 30 88% 

09 Low- cost housing organization 63 76% 

10 Residential condominium corporation 194 86% 

30 Other 283 84% 

TOTAL -' 1105 84% 

Definition 1: Meet the definition of a charity according to 149.1(1). 

No. Of 
Non-

Type of Organization 
NPOs 

con-pliance 

Rate (% of 

all cases) 

01 Recreational or social organization 23 6% 

02 Professional association 5 5% 

03 Board of trade or chaniler of comrrerce 0% 

04 Organization operated for civic irnprovem 3 5% 

05 Agricultural organization 0% 

06 Educational organization 14 23% 

07 Multicultural organization 0% 

08 Arts or cultural organization 5 15% 

09 Low- cost housing organization 11 13% 

10 Residential condominium corporation 8 4% 

30 Other 28 8% 

TOTAL 97 7% 
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Definitions 2: Charter objectives other than "Any purpose other than profit" 

Dissoltion clause 

No. Of 
Non-

No. OfconpiaIt 02 - 03 - No clause or nOD-
Type of Organimtion 

conpJian 
conplian:: e 

NPO, 
Bhnk 01 - A.cceptabr 

Unacc eptabr ,""'" 
tNPOs 

Rate (% of 

all cases) 

01 Recreational or social organimtion 53 15% 311 3 167 26 115 
02 Professional association 7 7% 90 39 2 49 
03 Board of trade or chanDer of co:mnrrce 3 20% 12 8 2 2 
04 Organization operated for eM irrprovem: 6 9% 59 36 6 17 
05 Agri::ultural organization 3 13% 20 16 2 2 
06 Edocational organization 19 32% 41 27 1 13 
07 Muii:uiural organizatim 2 14% 12 10 1 1 
08 Arts or culttral organization 6 18% 28 16 1 11 
09 Low-cost housing organization 5 6% 78 2 64 12 
10 Resrle:riia\ comominirnn corporation 23 10% 202 2 99 6 95 
300tlrr 51 15% 284 7 184 7 86 
TOTAL 17S 14% 1 137 14 666 54 403 

Definition 3a: Activities that were not incidental or unanticipated 

No. Of No. of ~we :;lQm Froit'loS[ from A ve. Ikve.lll.r pe Ave. Profitlb ss Ave. ~rue 
A~. 

Type of Organization 
NN e activities actNlies actNDes 

Profili1oss Rate 
NPO perNPO per actNI)' 

Profili1oss per 
activIy 

0 1 Recreational or social ol!l:anization 87 542 349,3 91,412 36,225,948 10% 4,015,993 416,390 644,634 66,838 
Non-cornpliarce Rate (% ofallcases) 24% 32% 30% 65% 

02 Profess:.onal associat'.on 28 174 268,926,440 32,056,685 12% 9,604,5 16 1,144,882 1,545,554 184,234 
Non-co mrce Rate (% ofall cases) 29% 36% 30% 61% 

03 Board of trade or charrber of comrrrrce 2 7 73,495 ,228 841,581 1% 36,747,61 4 420,791 10,499,3 18 120,226 
Non-compmrce Rate (% of all cases) 13 % 14% 40% -2 1% 

04 Organization operated for civic impro.e= 9 4 1 14,752,417 1,677,404 11 % 1,639,1 57 186,378 359,815 40,9 12 
Non-co mrce Rate (% ofall cases) 14% 18% 3% 55% 

05 A icultural or anization 1 2 54,452,514 18,481,039 34% 54,452,514 18,48 1,039 27,226,257 9,240,520 
Non-compmrce Rate (% of all cases) 4% 2% 28% 99% 

06 Educational organization 7 36 67,005,152 18,651,182 28% 9,572,1 65 2,664,455 1,861,254 518,088 
Non-co mrce Rate (% of all cases) 12% 18% 19% 45% 

07 MulJ:i:ulural 0 anizition 6 43 3,850,1 95 773 ,987 20% 641 ,699 128,998 89,539 18,000 
Non-compmrce Rate (% ofallcases) 43 % 61% 42% 71 % 

08 Arts or cultural or~anization 5 24 3,398,785 67,853 2% 679,757 13,571 141,616 2,827 
Non-cornpmrce Rate (% of all cases) 15% 20% 7% -11 % 

09 Low-cost rou m nizit);:,n 5 28 43,092,638 1,792,457 4% 8,6 18,528 358,491 1,539,023 64,0 16 
Non-co mrce Rate (% of all cases) 6% 9% 12% -2% 

10 Resiiential coniominllm colllorat);:,n 25 133 36,010,5 58 1,476,414 4% 1,440,422 59,057 270,756 11,101 
Non-cornpmrce Rate (% ofall cases) 11 % 18% 18% 15% 

30 Other 67 371 1,000,279, 192 124,684,42 1 12% 14,929,540 1,860,962 2,696,170 336,077 

Non-co mrce Rate % ofall cases 20% 30% 29% 59% 
TOTAL 242 1401 1,914,654,531 236,728,971 12% 7,911,796 978,219 1,366,634 168,971 

Non-comjliance Rate (% of all cases) 18% 27% 26% 76% 
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Definition 3b: Unreasonable reserves/surpluses/RE based on tbe specific, designated, foreseeable 

working capital purpose; capital improvement; or capital purchases purpose 

Average aJrnunt 
Average Average 

Non-
Totala.trnillt of Total almunt Tctal Rat:':' of 

aJrnwt added 'l.mreasonab,r ' 

No. Of compliance 
rese.rvedSUl]llu;es adde d to any 'Unreasonable" ('Unreasonable" re~rvedsurp]u;e 

aJrnwt of to any resene 
ype ofOrganizaoon 

NPOc Rate (% of 
IRE reporte d on reseJVe :funds for aJrnwt of almwt to Total sIRE reporte d on 

funds for the reseJVeSIsW]Jl 

all case s) 
tlr finarcitl tJ-r )ear being reseJ>'eSIsW]JLses reseneslsurpLses the financitl 

)ear being ruedRE per 
statenrnls revrwed IRE IRE) staterrrrt s per 

r~iewed case 
'"~ 

01 Recreaoonal or social organization 83 23% 148,202,117 23,690,4 17 11,201 ,099 8% $ 1,785,5 68 $ 285 ,427 $ 134,953 

02 ProJrssional associat:.on 35 36% 366,029,508 31,536,861 286,765,306 78% $ 10,457,986 $ 90 1,053 $ 8,1 93,294 
03 Board of trade or charrber of comrrrrce 4 27% 1,473,108 442,830 697,215 47% $ 368,277 $ 11 0,708 $ 174,304 

04 Or anizaoon 0 erated for eN);: W~ 15 23% 6,621,873 605,408 3,1 99,414 48% $ 44 1,458 $ 40,36 1 $ 213,294 

05 A Wi:ultural or~anization 4 17% 9,796,532 816,584 0 0% $ 2,449,133 $ 2 04,146 $ 
06 Educatioml organization 17 28% 67,627,241 20,5 12,095 4,47 1,973 7% $ 3,978,073 $ 1,206,594 $ 263,057 

07 M ulticuiural 0 ani2ation 6 4 3% 2,874,562 529,9 '>9 2(;3,770 9% $ 479,094 $ 88,333 $ 44,795 

08 Arts or cultural or anization 11 32% 5,732,429 294,107 398,086 7% $ 521,130 $ 26,737 $ 36,190 

09 Low-cost m ucin;< ol)lani2ation 9 11% 4,8 10,408 1,0 13,8CXi 0 0% $ 534,49:) $ 112,645 $ 
10 Resiiential corrlominiun corporation 20 '11, 4,758,550 2,08 1,293 -76,139 -2% $ 237,928 $ 104,065 ~$ 3,807 

30 Other 96 2'11, 263 ,432,896 26,070,649 47,808,37 1 18% $ 2,744,093 $ 27 1,569 $ 4 98,004 

TOTAL 300 23% 881,359,224 107,594,049 354,734,095 40% $ 2,937,864 $ 358,647 $: 1,182,447 
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Definition 3c: Activities that were not incidental or unanticipated, and operated in competition 

with other taxable entities carrying on the same trade or business. 

No Of No. of Reverue from Profilb ss from . " ' PO' Ave. Profitlb ss IA;,:;: A~, 

'YPO'" Profili1oss Rate H"" NN, activitrs actNlrs actNDes NPO perNPO 
,ctNty 

" 30 IN 3,859,285 504,762 536,722 70191 

wnw'"""'" . ,.;;% :f3:~n 48% 56% 46% 59% 
, (% o,"llc",~) 12% 18% 14% 38% 

39 9,620,98C 10% VIl3,497 2.491,44C 246,692 

· ,.;;% :f3:~n 
21% 22% 36% 30% 

03 B"ni oftr,do co chmillo" 841,581 36,747,614 420,791 120,22 

· ,.;;% :f3:~n 
100% 100% 100% 

04 5,663,740 ,231.421 22% 943,95' 205,238 182,701 39,72 
, (% of non· 

67% 76% 38% 73 % 

, (% of non· 

0% 0% 0% 0% 

, (% of non 

29% 22% 11% " 
· ,.;;:: :f3:~n 67% 72% 90% 87% 

, (% o,"ll",~) 29% 44% 38% 62 % 

· ,.;;:: :f3:~n 60% 83 % 89% ·148% 

, (% o,"ll",~) 9% 17% 6% 17% 

09 1,803,86C 4% "",287 1,868,07, 81,9" 

wnw'"""'" . ,.;;% :f3:~n 60% 79% 95% 101% 
, (% o,"ll",~) 4' 7% 11% ·2% 

10 50 511.460 4% )01,3) 81,78 1 2801'" 1,44\ 

wnw'"""'" . ,.;;% :f3:~n 28% 38% 39% 39% 
, (% o,"ll",~) 3% 7% 70/0 6% 

3001b<. 3C 189 7% 1,623,154 3,62 ,29C 257,64' 

· ,.;;% :f3:~n 
45% 51% 69% 39% 

TOTA) 105 699 8% 10,497~10 805,957 1,576,87 1ll,Oo( 

,"" ' R;:,~~o~ ;;;;. 43% 50% 58% 36% 
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Definition 4: Income payable or made available for tbe personal benefit of any proprietor, 

member or shareholder 

Non- Average amount 

No. Of cOIlJ'funce Total amount of 
Average am::nmt Total armunt of 

of inCOIre 
TWe of Organization 

NPOs Rate (% of incOIre payabe 
of incoIre payable incOIre otherwEe 

oth!I'V.'Ee 

all cases) 
per case avaihble 

avrulab:£ per case 

01 Recreational or social organization 18 5% 662,982 36,832 33,765,847 1,875,880 

02 Professional association 1 1% 600,000 600,000 600,000 600,000 

03 Board of trade or chaniler of comnerce 0 0% 0 0 0 
04 Organization operated for civic improvetre 3 5% 360,908 120,303 0 

05 Agricultural org:urization 0 0% 0 0 0 

06 Educational organization 3 5% 0 0 256,525 85,508 
07 Multicultural organization 1 7% 0 0 592,218 592,218 
08 Arts or cultural organization 2 6% 109,854 54,927 0 
09 Low-cost housing organization 4 5% 32,327 8,082 23,848 5,962 

10 Residential condonInium corporation 7 3% 70,520 10,074 236,980 33,854 

30 Other 22 7% 39,174,226 1,780,647 93,944,260 4,270,194 

TOTAL 61 5 % 41,010 817 672,308 129,419,678 2121634 
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